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Abstract
Optical flow estimation or dense motion estimation for dynamic natural phenomena (water,
smoke, fire, etc.) is a significant open problem in Computer Vision. Assumptions such as
brightness constancy cannot be relied upon, as natural phenomena scenes contain lots of non-
rigid motion, blurred motion, etc. Current approaches tend to be either general, giving poor
results, or else be specialised in one phenomenon and therefore fail to generalise well. The
literature would benefit from a general solution, and such a solution could be found useful
in a diverse set of application areas. In this thesis, we prove that a skeleton based feature
can guide the standard optical flow pipeline to obtain state-of-the-art motion results. We also
demonstrate that this result can be applied in different applications such as video segmentation,
slow motion, etc.
First, we describe an approach to estimating dense motion for dynamic phenomena that is
simple and can be extended to a wide range of phenomena. The key to our approach is to
replace local assumptions such as brightness constancy with the global assumption in which
characteristic topographic maps change subtly. This leads to a global sparse motion estimation,
which upgrades to dense estimation for final motion results, as suggested in our experiments,
are state-of-the-art. We demonstrate the method using lab-based and consumer-level video ob-
tained from our dataset, public dataset and the Internet. Second, the motion result is applied
on a slow motion application which contains fewer artefacts than the state-of-the-art commer-
cial software Adobe AfterEffect 2017 CC. Third, we embed the motion result and the skeleton
feature in a video segmentation pipeline and outperform the state-of-the-art video segmenta-
tion methods including the method which is specially designed for natural phenomena. Fourth,
we introduce a dataset containing two types of sequences i.e., sequences based on a 6-sync
cameras system and sequences with 88 different kinds of dynamic textures with a single view
camera lab set-up. Fifth, since semi-transparent case often happens in natural phenomena, a
closed form solution for layer separation is also proposed.
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We are living in a dynamic world. Since we were born as a baby, we constantly become sen-
sitive to visual motion of the surroundings. We human beings perceive the motion based on
many areas in our brain and treat this information as one of the most important factors to under-
stand the world around us [19]. In fact, human are experts at perceiving motion. We are good
at identifying the shape and boundary of moving objects which can even contain transparency,
noise, occlusion, light changes, etc. This motion information can be used, for example, to
interpret the three dimension environment around us, to locate objects, to keep body balance
while walking [20], etc. While human can easily identify various kinds of movements around
us, machines, e.g. computer, however, cannot correctly gain the motion information due to
many difficulties.
Computer Vision, as one of the key research areas in computer science, aims to obtain high-
level understanding from input images or videos as human visual system does [21]. Significant
progress have been achieved in many topics with single image input such as face detection [22],
visual recognition [23, 24, 25], single image de-hazing [13], image segmentation [26], etc.
Many of them have even exceeded the capability of human being. However, when it comes to
computer vision applications with video input, there are still many issues remaining unsolved.
Applications such as object tracking, video segmentation, are often relied on motion informa-
tion. Hence, getting more accurate motion information is essential to improve the performance
of these applications. Dense motion estimation, e.g., optical flow, is defined as a method to
compute an independent estimate of motion at pixel level between/among input frames [21]
which is often applied to obtain the motion information for higher level applications such as
video segmentation, video denoising, object tracking, etc. Inspired by the pioneering work of
optical flow [27, 28], researchers proposed various models and tools to solve dense motion
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estimation for different kinds of objects or scenes. In recent years, some datasets [8, 1, 6] have
also been published with ground truth motion for evaluation purpose. Example flow field is
shown in Figure 1-1 .
Figure 1-1: MPI-Sintel Flow data set[1]: Sample ground truth flow fields and corresponding
images
Difficulties of motion estimation methods such as non-rigid motion, large displacement, dy-
namic transformation, etc. often exists in natural phenomena such as smoke, water, fire, etc..
Due to these difficulties, traditional motion estimation method failed to obtain accurate motion.
In In this thesis, we focus on natural phenomena as one of the hardest kinds of object to track
due to its highly dynamic property. We address our problem as Dense Motion Estimation for
Natural Phenomena. We believe that with a proposed ’skeleton’ features, the motion estimation
method can be guided to obtain better motion results. The aim is to find an optimal solution to
match corresponding pixels between frames which contain natural phenomena. In addition, we
applied the motion and ’skeleton’ information for Computer Vision and Graphic applications.
We believe this motion and ’skeleton’ information for natural phenomena can benefit many
other diverse application areas.
15
1.1 Motivation
As mentioned, dense motion estimation is a fundamental technique as basis for other video
based computer vision applications. High quality dense motion estimation can benefit natural
phenomena segmentation, tracking, detection, etc. [29, 30]. For example, since dense motion
estimation provides pixel-level motion information, based on the motion pattern/feature differ-
ences, natural phenomena area is able to be detected or segmented with aids from other basic
information such as colour, appearance pattern, etc. [30].
Moreover, dense motion information is also applied in many Computer Graphic applications.
For example, motion can be applied to help extract and attach natural phenomena in Post-
production applications in visual effects [31]. Natural phenomena simulation also requires
motion information to recover some texture areas [32] or acquire models for natural phenom-
ena [33].
Apart from Computer Science, motion information is also applied in other research areas. In
Atmospheric research, motion information is applied for storm identification and forecast [34],
forecast and tracking the evolution of the convective system [35] rain cloud tracking [36], etc.
In Geophysical research, motion information is also a basis for landslide measurement after
earthquake [37], landslide monitoring [38], volcano deformation measurement [39], etc.
1.2 Contribution and Overview
In this section, we first highlight contributions we claim in this thesis following with detailed
explanation which also presents the structure of this thesis.
· A state-of-the-art motion estimation method for natural phenomena sequences.
· A state-of-the-art video segmentation method for natural phenomena sequences.
· A novel dataset which contains multi-view smoke and fire sequences and 88 different kinds
of dynamic texture sequences with smoke and water on a single view system.
· A closed form solution for layer separation which can be a initial work for future research
In Chapter 2, we review some classical optical flow methods(e.g. Horn and Schunck [28],
Lucas and Kanade [27], etc.) along with some extended methods [40, 11] proposed in recent
years. Dense motion estimation methods which are specially designed for natural phenomena
including appearance based methods and physical based methods are also reviewed. Addi-
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tionally, due to the transparency of some natural phenomena, layer related model and layer
separation methods are also reviewed. Based on the review, we point out some remaining dif-
ficulties in these research areas especially for those failure cases that could happen in natural
phenomena scenes.
In Chapter 3, we proposed a ’skeleton’ based dense motion estimation for various smoke types
videos in black background captured under lab condition and then further extended it to apply
on general natural phenomena such as fire, waterfall, avalanche, landslide, etc., in complex
scenes. The proposed method is fast and robust. It requires no assumptions about brightness,
local appearance or physics. It only assumes that global appearance is similar between input
frames. The quantitative evaluation and qualitative evaluation show that the proposed method
outperforms a gamut of both classical and state-of-the-art dense motion estimation methods.
A graphical application i.e., slow motion is applied to validate the flow results. Comparing to
the state-of-the-art commercial post-production software Adobe AfterEffect 2017, we provide
fewer artefacts.
In Chapter 4, we further prove that the ’skeleton’ information can be applied to mark topo-
graphical features in a grey scale image for both dense motion estimation and segmentation. We
apply the motion results from Chapter 3 and embed it into a video segmentation pipeline. The
segmentation result outperforms other alternatives including the video segmentation method
specially designed for natural phenomena. We further discover that the feature of the skele-
ton can be applied for smoke identification, and can potentially be applied for video semantic
segmentation for natural phenomena.
In Chapter 5, we introduce a dataset which is a collection of natural phenomena sequences(mostly
smoke, fire, water) under two different lab set-up with various of dynamic motion and textures.
One is based on a 6-sync camera system which can provide views from 6 directions. These
sequences can potentially be used for applications such as 3D reconstruction, scene flow, etc.
The other one is based on a single view camera with different equipments which help to create
sequences with various dynamic textures. There are 88 types of dynamic textures with smoke
and water in these sequences which can be applied for computer vision/graphics applications
such as motion estimation, dynamic texture synthesis, or applications in other fields such as
HCI. We particularly focus on motion estimation and propose a novel way to evaluate the
performance of motion estimation methods on these dynamic textures.
In Chapter 6, we introduce a closed form solution to layer separation in composed images or
videos. Although the results are not as good as the state-of-the-art method, the speed is much
faster comparing to other alternatives since it does not rely on energy minimization, or other
searching algorithms. We believe that this work has lots of potential. Methods in this chapter
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can be a initial work for future research.
In Chapter 7, we summarize the findings of this thesis and discuss about the limitation of the
proposed approaches which can be directions for further research in the future.
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Chapter 2
A Review of the Related Work
In this chapter, we first review dense optical flow motion estimation methods including global
based and local based methods along with some recently proposed datasets for motion field
evaluation. We then discuss about how the previous methods specially designed for natural
phenomena solve the motion estimation for sequences containing natural phenomena. We then
review the natural phenomena synthesis methods based on features such as motion, pattern,
physical properties, etc.. As transparency often happens in natural phenomena sequences, we
then discuss about the methods that design to solve layer separation problems. The difficulties
and challenges for these areas are concluded in the end of this chapter.
2.1 Optical Flow in Dense Motion Estimation
Optical flow is the pattern of pixel intensity changes due to the motion of objects, surfaces and
edges in a visual scene caused by the relative motion between an observer and the scene [41,
42]. A number of computational models have been used to estimated the motion from image
sequences [43], e.g. local flow fields [27] and its extension [44, 45, 46], global flow fields [28]
and its extensions such as layers flow [47, 40], LCM-flow [48], Classic+NL flow [2], flow
based on theory of warping [49]. Frequency based optical flow methods [50, 51, 52] are also
applied quite often in cases such as rotation motions.
Some datasets are used for evaluating most optical flow algorithms such as Middlebury dataset [6],
MPI-Sintel Flow dataset [53] and KITTI Vision Benchmark [8]. Researcher are able to test
their new ideas about optical flow on them. However, these datasets are not suitable for mo-
tion estimation methods on natural phenomena sequences. Details about these datasets are
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described in Section 2.1.4.
2.1.1 Basic assumptions for optical flow methods
In general, optical flow projects the object’s 3D motion in the real world to a 2D optical flow
field. This 2D vector can be specified as
V = (vx, vy)
T
(2.1)
where vx, vy represent the velocities in horizontal and vertical direction.
Fundamentally, there are many optical flow methods that need two prerequisites, i.e. Brightness
Constancy Constraint(BCC) and flow field smoothness constraint. Let the intensity of a pixel
in one frame be I (x, y, t) , then based on the BCC assumption, the relationship between the
intensities between two frames can be written as:
I (x, y, t) = I (x+ vx, y + vy, t+ ) (2.2)
where  represent a time fraction. In this thesis we simply set  = 1.
Assuming small motions between two frames allow the use of two terms of the Taylor series
expansion of represent the relationship between frames:
I (x+ vx, y + vy, t+ dt) = I (x, y, t) + Ixvx + Iyvy + Itdt (2.3)
Combining Equation 2.2 and Equation 2.3 produces the equation:
Ixvx + Iyvy + It = 0
It = −V T2D 5 I
(2.4)
Equation 2.4 is the foundation of most of the optical flow algorithms. Methods reviewed in
Section 2.1.2 and Section 2.1.3 are all based on this formulation combining with other as-
sumptions.
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2.1.2 Local optical flow methods
Lucas and Kanade(LK) method
One of the most classical local based optical flow estimation method was proposed by Lucas
and Kanade [27] which is a widely used method in computer vision. They proposed a novel
image registration technique that used spatial intensity gradient information to direct the search
for the position that yielded the best match between two frames. As mentioned, Lucas and
Kanade method also uses BCC which means that all the flow vectors must satisfy Equation
2.4. The additional assumption is that the flow field in a local region stays constant, then
another equation can be obtained:


















Pi indicates the pixels in the region of interest. Combining this with Equation 2.4, leads to the








Since the system is over-determined, based on least squares principle, Equation 2.5 can be
transformed to a 2*2 system:
AT b = ATAV (2.8)
In [45], Bruhn and Weickert made an improvement to use spectral moments to replace the orig-
inal elements of the LK formulation. When using the method in [45], elements in Equation 2.8






















where w is a smooth window function covering the the region that is calculated. Then the
optical flow field based on Lucas-Kanade method can be presented as:
VLK = −S−12Da (2.11)
Optical flow method using 3D structure tensor
As indicated above, the 2D structure tensor can be applied in Lucas-Kanade method. However,
this method only estimates the motion of points with well defined and distributed texture(point
motion). Extending Equation 2.11 to a 3D structure tensor allows us to distinguish more cases:
point motion, line motion and higher order terms which may contain noises. J.Bigun [44]
introduced a generalisation of the 3D structure tensor:
S3D =
m200 m110 m101m110 m020 m011
m101 m011 m002
 (2.12)
By considering its eigen system(λ3 ≥ λ2 ≥ λ1), the optical flow method can differentiate
between three types of motion. Based on [44, 54], for every region of interest, set sh ∈ [0, 1)
as a threshold for the eigen system, ζix is the x component of the ith eigen vector then:


































1− 2λ2λ1+λ2 + 2λ2λ2+λ3
)
> α, then the region of interest contains higher order terms.
Compared to other methods, 3D structure tensor uses more than two frames to estimate the
optical flow field while most of the algorithms use only two frames.
The methods introduced above are all local motion estimation methods which only consider a
local region of the whole frame each time. Although these kind of methods often have high
accuracy in texture-rich region or simple motion region, it is often limited by the size of the
local window. Failure to choose the proper window size can have big effect on the accuracy of
the method. In addition, it is also very sensitive to large displacement between pairwise pixels
in two consecutive frames. In next section, global methods are analysed in details.
2.1.3 Global optical flow methods
In contrast to local methods, global methods consider the whole dense field of all the pixels
as the global information of the image. It often requires a global smoothness as indicated in
equation 2.15 which is sensitive to illumination change, noise or discontinuity boundaries.
vxi,j − vxi+1,j = 0
vxi,j − vxi,j+1 = 0
vyi,j − vyi+1,j = 0
vyi,j − vyi,j+1 = 0
(2.15)
Horn-Schunck optical flow estimation [28] is one of the most well-known global optical flow
methods. They were first to propose a framework combining a data term and a regularisation
term which has been the basis for most of the global approaches [2, 49, 11, 48, 55, 56, 57]. The
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Horn-Schunck energy function can be presented as:
EHS = Edata + Eregularisation
=
∫
[|Ixvx + Iyvy + It|2 + α(|∇vx|2 + |∇vy|2)]dX
(2.16)
where the data term Edata is the BCC and the regularisation term Eregularisation encodes the
smoothness constraint. The parameter α controls the relative importance of local information
and the smoothness of the calculated optical flow field. It is not possible to estimate vx, vy only
with the data term (i.e. BCC) since two unknowns cannot be solved by one equation. This
is known as the aperture problem of optical flow algorithm. The regularisation term makes it
possible to estimate the velocities.
Although A.Brunh and J.Weickert combined local and global methods to gain the benefits of
both [45], they still cannot avoid the limitations of BCC, i.e., when the illumination randomly
changes through the video sequence, BCC will be violated. To solve this problem, T.Brox et
al. [49] proposed a new assumption that the gradient of the pixel intensity is attempted to stay
invariant even under illumination changing. The assumption can be presented as:
Ixxvx + Ixyvy + Ixt = 0
Ixyvx + Iyyvy + Iyt = 0
(2.17)
where Ixx denotes the second order derivatives of pixel intensity in x direction. When combin-
ing Equation 2.4 and 2.17, the data term in Equation 2.16 can be changed to:
Edata =
∫
[|Ixvx + Iyvy + It|2
+ β(||Ixxvx + Ixyvy + Ixt||2 + ||Ixyvx + Iyyvy + Iyt||2)]dX
(2.18)
where the parameter β indicates the contributions of the gradient constancy term. In [49],
Brox et. al. proved that using this data term can improve the robustness of the algorithm when
illumination changes occur. However, this method cannot deal with motion discontinuities,
occlusions and complex layer motions in many natural phenomena cases.
To solve this problem, many efforts have been made by modifying the regularisation term in
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the energy function [58, 59, 2]. Shulman and Herve [58] first added a penalty function in the
regularisation term, while M.Black and A.Paul proposed a classic framework(BA optical flow)
[59] to add penalty functions into both data term and regularisation term. Lorentzian penalty
function is recommended based on their experiments, so the improved energy function from
BA method can be used to re-write Equation 2.16 in a more general way:
EBA(vx, vy) = Edata(vx, vy) + Eregularisation(vx, vy)
=
∫
ρd(Ixvx + Iyvy + It)
2 + α[ρr(∇vx) + ρr(∇vy)]2dX
(2.19)
where ρd and ρr are the penalty functions of data term and regularisation term respectively.
Different penalty functions are shown in Figure 2-1 taken from [2] where the parameters are:
Charbonnier (ε = 0.001), generalized Charbonnir (a = 0.45 and a = 0.25), and Lorentzian
(σ = 0.03). It is equivalent to the energy function used in HS when ρd and ρr are quadratic
penalty functions, i.e. ρd = ρr = x2. In [45], the energy function is equivalent to a Charbon-
nier penalty function ρd = ρr =
√
(x2 + ε2). While in BA method, the Lorentzian penalty
function ρd = ρr = log(1 + x
2
2σ2
) are chosen. D.Sun had a detailed illustration in [2] which
shows how to choose a penalty function for different cases.
Recently, Sun et al. proposed a layer model to deal with the optical flow estimation with occlu-
sions, temporal consistency and depth ordering [40] which is associated to the layer problem
we want to solve. The probabilistic model proposed in [40] is also an extension of Horn-
Schunck’s framework. Instead of only two terms in HS framework, Sun’s layered method
extend this framework to four terms, i.e., data term, rigid affine motion term, space term and
time term so that optical flow in each layer is modelled by a combination of a parametric model
and a smoothness based Markov Random Field(MRF) with a robust prior. He expanded the
energy function as:
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Figure 2-1: Penalty functions [2]: Different Penalty functions applied in Optical flow energy
function for both data term, smoothness term, etc.
Esun(Vx, Vy, g, θ) =
T−1∑
t=1














where T is the number of frames, K is the number of layers in the current frame, g is the
threshold to determine how the layer could be separated, θ is the parameter of affine motion.
Equation 2.20 introduces a number of important ideas. First, in Sun’s method, multiple frames
are used for motion estimation as only a few existing methods do. More importantly, these
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frames are used to resolve ambiguities in depth ordering at occlusion boundaries. Secondly,
a parametric model can be added into the energy function. Even though complicated energy
function make the optimisation problem harder, they can have very good accuracy based on
the evaluation in [60]. Thirdly, Sun’s method is extended to other computer vision applications
such as layered segmentation [60], foreground and background flow [61] and blurred video
modelling [62]. These directions of extensions can also be considered as extensions of our
method. Some drawbacks of Sun’s method such as the limitations from its assumptions are
discussed in Section 2.5.
Most of the global based methods discussed above apply a coarse-to-fine process as a standard
way to deal with energy minimization. Based on this process, pixels with large motion can
become smaller in coarse level to satisfy the smoothness constraint in the basic optical flow
energy function. This process however can lead to many problems (Details are discussed in
Section 2.5). For example, tiny errors caused in course can largely effect the result in fine level
and result in bad flow field. In [55], Revaud et al. suggest that one level energy minimization
can provide high quality flow field given a proper initial input for energy minimization process.
To acquire such initial input, Deepmatch [63] is applied to find the sparse corresponding pixels
between two consecutive frames. A sparse-to-dense interpolation is then applied to generate
a dense flow field as the initial input for one-level energy minimization. Chen et al. further
improve the sparse match by mapping discrete grids over the full space without using any
descriptor [57]. This method is one of the state-of-the-art methods in datasets such as Sintel [1]
and KITTI 2015 [8]. However, when it comes to natural phenomena, the matching method is
not valid due to the violation of its assumption. Details are discussed in Section 2.5.
Recent years, with the trend of deep learning methods, motion estimation methods based on
neural network are proposed. Dosoviskiy et al. [3] first proposed an end-to-end dense motion
estimation method with convolutional neural networks. The proposed architectures are shown
in Figure 2-2. All deep learning based methods require huge a mount of training data, however,
the ground-truth motion is hard to obtain(discussed in Section 2.1.4). Even the existing motion
estimation dataset based on synthetic data [1] cannot provide enough data for training. In [3],
the authors apply different affine motions on a synthetic dataset called flying chair [64] and
obtain the moving sequences based on different motion which can be used for network training.
This dataset training, however, limited the type of motion and the objects in the training data
are mostly chairs which also limit the objects to rigid object. As FlowNet cannot compete with
many alternatives in small displacements and real-world data, Flownet2.0 motion estimation
method [4] is proposed as an updated version of Flownet. The architecture is shown in Figure 2-
3. It is designed as a combination of two networks which take care of large displacements and
small displacements receptively.
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Figure 2-2: The two FlowNet network architectures: FlowNetSimple (top) and FlowNetCorr
(bottom) [3].
Figure 2-3: The FlowNet 2.0 network architectures: Fuse motion from ’Large Displacement’
network and ’Small Displacement’ network results [4].
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Figure 2-4: Left: One frame from the Yosemite sequence. Right: Ground truth flow for the
Yosemite sequence [5]
Following Flownet series in [3, 4], Ranjan et al. integrates the standard coarse-to-fine process
in optical flow methods with the neural network training. Teney et al [65] design a rotationally
invariant architecture for optical flow training. Unlike CNN based methods in other computer
vision applications such as classification, recognition etc., CNN based optical flow method
is still in a very initial stage. The performance of these methods is still not able to compete
with methods reviewed above. Noted that, CNN based methods are also compared with the
proposed method in this thesis.
2.1.4 Dataset investigation
Evaluation is a key problem in motion estimation area. It’s hard to compare different ap-
proaches without a standardised evaluation method. For this reason, a number of datasets were
created. Yosemite [5], as showed in Figure 2-4, is one of the most famous ground truth data
and is used extensively for motion estimation evaluation. However, it was created when mo-
tion estimation was at its infancy, so the video used in the dataset are limited in the variability
of phenomenon represented. Dataset mostly based on real rigid objects [6] called Middlebury
dataset and synthetic data [7] called MPI Sintel dataset were proposed.
Figure 2-5 shows one example in the Middlebury dataset. It provides two frames in the army
sequence, the ground truth flow field and standard colour coding for optical flow. The dataset
provides varies of sequences in pairs along with the ground truth flow field. In [6], evaluation
of different optical flow methods are presented. Many metrics are used: angular error (AE),
endpoint error(EE), interpolation error(IE) and normalised interpolation error (NE). Noted that,
when AE and EE can only be applied when ground truth motion field is available, while IE and
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Figure 2-5: Two frames and ground truth flow from Middlebury dataset [6]
NE do not require any ground truth flow. IE and NE methods, however, require high consis-
tency between frames, hence they often require slow motion or high frame rate sequences.
In 2012, Butler et. al. [7] published a new dataset for motion estimation using an open source
animation ’Sintel’ which is made by ’Blender’ that contains all the pixel information. There is
currently no sensor that can provide scene motion. Hence, for real object ground truth motion,
manual labelling is normally required which is not accurate and impractical. In this dataset,
D.Butler et al. choose many scenes from the open animation ’Sintel’ which is close to real
scenes. Figure 2-6 shows an example from the dataset which provides several frames and
their ground truth flow field from the bamboo sequences. Since it is an synthetic dataset, it
contains lots of scenes that the real one cannot obtained such as long sequences, large motions,
reflection, motion blur, defocus blur etc. Providing long sequences of ground truth data can
help to improve data driven methods [66]. The key novelty of this dataset is to allow people
to evaluate flow algorithm in conditions of different levels by rendering the same scenes with
different render settings. Also, random offset is added for fraud detection.
In 2015, Menze et al. proposed latest KITTI Vision Benchmark Suite [8]. Example is shown
in Figure 2-7. The KITTI dataset is one of the latest datasets[8, 67] which includes both 2D
and 3D flow field. This dataset, however, is mostly focusing on autonomous vehicles purpose.
Hence, the diversity of the scene is limited. Also, the assumption they make, i.e., outdoor
scenes often decompose into a small number of independently rigid moving objects, is not true
for natural phenomena.
The datasets mentioned above are all provided for general motion estimation methods. Fluid
based data is also investigated. Most of these works [68, 69, 70, 71] are physical based fluid
simulation which have very convincing simulation accuracy. However, some of them only care
about the behaviour of the particles ignoring the appearance of the simulation which cannot be
applied. Even through the 3D information is available, it is still not possible to apply method
in [1] to project it to 2D for motion since natural phenomena is often non-rigid and highly
dynamic, the particles along the third dimension can not be project to 2D directly.
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(a) Frame 01 (b) Frame 02 (c) Frame 03 (d) Frame 04
(e) Flow 01 (f) Flow 02 (g) Flow 03 (h) Flow 04
Figure 2-6: Examples from MPI Sintel flow dataset [7]: four frames with ground truth motion
flows
Figure 2-7: KITTI dataset [8]: Top: Estimated moving objects with background object in
transparent. Middle: motion flow results Bottom: motion flow ground truth.
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2.2 Dense Motion Estimation for Natural Phenomena
Dense motion estimation for natural phenomena is an important problem in computer vision,
since many videos contain fluid like regions (e.g. fog, smoke, fire etc.). As mentioned in Chap-
ter 1, motion is one of the key basis for video processing. Hence, recently, fluid tracking has
become one of the most popular topics in computer vision and computer graphics. Applica-
tions such as extracting fluid from video for post-production [32, 31, 72], fluid tracking for
reconstruction [33], motion estimation based on satellite image [73] or pure fluid motion esti-
mation [74, 75, 76] have been proposed. In this thesis, we classify the dense motion estimation
methods for fluid like phenomena into two types i.e. physical based methods and appearance
based methods.
2.2.1 Physical based methods
Recently, lots of physical based methods have been proposed. Most of them [33, 77, 78, 79] are
based on Navier-Stoke(NS) equation which is a basic equation in Fluid Mechanics, as shown
in Equation 2.21:
ρ(∂tV + V · 5V ) = −5 p+ µ52 V + f (2.21)
where ρ is the fluid density, V is the velocity, µ is the viscosity, p is the pressure and f is the
body forces acting on the fluid. The left part of equation 2.21 represents the acceleration, while
the right part summarises the forces and divergence of stress. Since there are more than one
unknown variables in the equation, additional assumptions are required.
In [78], Li et al. assume that the studied fluid is inviscid, i.e. the viscosity µ = 0, they further
assume the fluid is irrotational and not aggregated or diffused, i.e., the density for the fluid is a
constant. Equation 2.21 is then simplified as:
ρ(∂tV +5( |V |
2
2
)) +5(ρgz) = 0 (2.22)
where the convective acceleration V · 5V = 5( |V |22 )) based on the irrotational assumption,
body force f in Equation 2.21 is defined as f = 5(−ρgz), where g is the gravitational accel-
eration and z is the depth of the river or ocean. When depth z equal to the depth on the surface,
Equation 2.22 is treated as the NS constraint for dense motion estimation. Combining with
BCC, the motion field for fluid like phenomena can be obtained. This method provide highly
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accurate results, however, requires many assumptions that limit the scope of the scenes it can
be applied on.
Doshi et al. [79] proposed a process of optical flow based on NS equation. They ignore the
effect of the gradient of pressure and combine NS equation with momentum conservation and
mass conservation. In order to hold mass conservation as shown in Equation 2.23, further as-
sumption need to make, i.e. the fluid must be incompressible, the divergence of velocity is zero
through the whole sequences. These are very strong assumptions that can not be universally
applied on many of the natural phenomena. Also, this method tend to encourage smooth flow
field which is not true for highly dynamic natural phenomena.
5 ·V = 0 (2.23)
Apart from the methods based on NS equations, many novel methods based on other physi-
cal properties have been proposed. For example, Sakaino [75] proposed a motion estimation
method based on physical properties of waves. Those properties are components of a wave
model. Based on the multi-directional irregularity(MI) model [80], the intensity of a pixel
in a fluid sequence can be presented by a combination of sinusoidal functions as shown in
Equation 2.24.





mxcosθm + kmysin(θm)− 2pifmt+ εm) (2.24)
where am, kxm, k
y
m, fm, θm, εm are amplitude, wave number components, frequency, orienta-
tion and noise term. This method provide an non-NS based solution and is claimed to achieve
high quality flow field.
The methods reviewed above only require a single view fluid sequence without any other hard-
ware support. Some other methods are proposed with specific hardware setup in the lab. Many
of them are relied on properties of light, e.g., [81] are based on refractive properties and [82]
is based on light path Snell’s law. These methods can normally provide very high quality flow
field, however, they are quite limited that can only apply on the data gathered by specific hard-
ware setup in lab condition. Xue et al. [83] propose a motion estimation method also based
on properties of light. This method, however, is highly relied on the transparency of the fluid.
Hence, it cannot work on opaque fluid.
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2.2.2 Appearance based methods
Except the physical based methods mentioned above, there have also been a number of pro-
posals for purely appearance based methods for fluid dense motion estimation. These methods
normally make use of appearance features such as divergence and curl [84, 85, 76, 86]. For
example, in [84], optical flow framework is applied along with lots of appearance feature based
terms. These terms are chosen to replace the regularisation term in the optical flow framework.
Some of the terms are shown in Equation 2.25. Auroux et al. [84] suggest that R1 is the best
term to choose in most of the cases. But it still depends on the problem and evaluation to
choose proper regularization term of optical flow framework, which is not standardised and
not universally applicable.
R0(Vx, Vy) = ‖Vx‖2 + ‖Vy‖2
R1(Vx, Vy) = ‖OVx‖2 + ‖OVy‖2
= ‖∂xVx‖2 + ‖∂yVx‖2 + ‖∂xVy‖2 + ‖∂yVy‖2
Rdiv(Vx, Vy) = ‖div(Vx, Vy)‖2 = ‖∂xVx + ∂yVy‖2
Rcurl(Vx, Vy) = ‖curl(Vx, Vy)‖2 = ‖∂yVx − ∂xVy‖2
ROdiv(Vx, Vy) = ‖Odiv(Vx, Vy)‖2
=
∥∥∂2xxVx + ∂2xyVy∥∥2 + ∥∥∂2xyVx + ∂2yyVy∥∥2
(2.25)
The physical based on appearance based methods mentioned above provide various ways to
solve the dense motion estimation for fluid type video input. Most of them are limited by their
assumptions or restricted by lab conditions which means none of them is a general solution
for dense motion estimation for natural phenomena. Although many of these methods claim
to provide high quality flow field, a standard way to evaluate these method is not yet avail-
able. Some methods only compare the qualitative results i.e., the flow field between proposed
method and standard optical flow dense motion estimation methods. Only some of the meth-
ods evaluate the proposed methods in quantitative way. Since there is no dataset with ground
truth motion field available, we follow the same evaluation method used in [78] by comparing
our method with general optical flow methods. Detailed difficulties about evaluation on dense
motion estimation on natural phenomena are discussed in Section 2.5.
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2.3 Video Segmentation
Like motion estimation, segmentation is a fundamental problem in computer vision. Single
image segmentation problem have been researched for years and recently been pushed forward
to problems such as single-image semantic segmentation [87], video segmentation [88, 89, 14],
video based semantic segmentation [90]. In this section, we review some of the related video
segmentation methods. Video segmentation, as a foundation for many computer vision appli-
cations such as 3D reconstruction, classification, action recognition, etc., is a popular problem
in computer vision [91]. Various solutions for video segmentation problem have been proposed
based on appearance features [92, 93], motion [94, 60], or multiple basis [95, 96]. Noted that
in this thesis, we do not solve the standard video segmentation problem which cut out all the
segments for the whole frames. Instead, we only cut out the segments that contain natural
phenomena. The details are introduced in Chapter 4. Hence, in this section, we review two
areas of video segmentation solutions i.e., video segmentation on natural phenomena/dynamic
scene, video segmentation based on optical flow motion.
2.3.1 Motion based video segmentation
More recently, multiple image frames are introduced to improve the difficult motion segmen-
tation [88, 97] and further optical flow accuracy. Papazoglou and Ferrari [15] typically use
optical flow to track superpixels over time to establish temporal coherence and further achieve
the fast foreground segmentation.
Sun et al. [60, 61] extend their layer model, as shown in Equation 2.20, which is used for mo-
tion estimation to further obtain the segmentation results. In more details, they applied multiple
frames for both motion estimation and segmentation purposes. Results of motion estimation
and segmentation are obtained simultaneously to avoid local optimum which can be a case that
a region may be with a correct motion estimation but assigned in the wrong layer. The process
is similar to FusionFlow [98], however, this method further applies the segmentation results to
deal with the occlusion problem and improve the final motion results. However, occlusion is
hard to identify when it comes to natural phenomena. Hence, this method is not suit for video
segmentation problem for natural phenomna.
Similarly, Tsai et al. [94] proposes an algorithm called ’ObjectFlow’ that considers to solve
video segmentation and dense motion estimation problems simultaneously. Their model is
able to improve the foreground segmentation and further sharpen the optical flow boundaries.
It first utilize a multi-level spatial-temporal graphical model by using the supervoxels and mo-
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Figure 2-8: SegFlow [9]: the segmentation branch(UP) is based on a fully convolutional
ResNet-101 and the flow branch(DOWN) is using FlowNetS [3].
tion estimation results. In the next step, the segmentation result is applied to constrain the
boundary of the motion region. These two steps is applied iteratively to improve results on
both problems. This method, however, has a strong assumption that the flow vectiors within
the same segment/object are likely to be similar. This is certainly not true for most of natural
phenomena such as smoke, fire, etc.
Following the trend of deep neural network, Cheng et al. [9] propose a NN based method called
’SegFlow’ to obtain both video segmentation and motion estimation results. The proposed
method is an end-to-end training network which can obtain both results at the same time. The
architecture of the network is shown in Figure 2-8. As shown in the architecture, the two
branches are connected when doing upsampling so that both results can help to improve each
others results. However, due to the lack of groundtruth data for both segmentation and motion
estimation for natural phenonmena, it is not possible for us to retrain the network.
Video segmentation for dynamic texture is more challenging comparing to the common video
segmentation problem which are mostly targeting rigid objects. Instead of obtaining motion
from optical flow method and further applying for video segmentation, many other framework
are proposed. Chetverikov et al. [99] propose to use generative models to directly model image
intensities with linear dynamic system. Different handcraft descriptors are also proposed to
solve this problem [100, 101]. Recently, Teney et al. [89, 14] propose a custom spatio-temporal
filters to capture texture and motion for natural phenomena. These cues along with a learnable
metric improve the segmentation on highly dynamic objects. This method requires 7 frames




As mentioned in Section 2.1, the layered model [40] can solve many motion estimation prob-
lem such as occlusions or motion boundaries. This inspired us to analyse the dense motion
estimation problem for semi-transparent object from the layer domain. Naturally, when semi-
transparent cases happen, it is like many layers of scenes mixing together in perception. Hence,
layer separation techniques [102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108] are considered in this research
work as well. For example, Sarel et al. [102], propose a method based on layer informa-
tion exchange to separate two transparent layers. This method is achieved by transferring the
grayscale structure from one layer to the other when the structure correlation is high. In 2008,
Gai et al. [109] proposed a model to separate the superimposed images with even more than






j (X), where i = 1, · · ·,m (2.26)
where hi is the ith mixtures, n stands for number of layers, X represents the pixel location,
αij is the mixing coefficient, Sij is the spatial shift and Lj is the jth layer in the mixture. In
this work, parametric motion is still required. In 2009, Gai et al. [103, 104] proposed an exten-
sion of this work and break parametric motion assumption by using a natural image property,
i.e., gradient sparsity. Instead of using pixel value to consider the correlation between layers,
this method studies the correlation between gradients. By clustering the gradient, mixing in-
formation such as layer numbers, information for each layer can be obtained by the sparsity
assumptions.
There are also some methods working on reflection problem [106, 107]. However, including
the methods mentioned above, the flow field of each layer are not obtained. Ahmed et al. [108],
proposed a method to do motion estimation through layer separation in reflection regions. This
method first makes use of Speeded Up Robust Features(SURF) [110] or other feature methods
to identify good features to track. Then these features are tracked by Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi
feature tracker [111]. Given the velocities of these features, using meanshift to cluster these
velocities and then identify large clusters. Although this method provide a model to estimate
multiple motion, it is still limited by assumptions of layer separation. Details are discussed in
Section 2.5.
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2.5 Difficulties and challenges
As mentioned in previous sections, many related topics have been studied for quite a long time.
Some of the techniques are extremely researched, e.g., optical flow with layered model, motion
estimation with different fluid properties and blind source separation. However, the problem
of motion estimation on general natural phenomena still remains unsolved and requires lots of
efforts to obtain the ’best’ solution.
The main task of this problem is to get the motion fields in which the target scenes are mostly
natural phenomena, and these scenes often violate the basic assumptions of standard motion
estimation method. The goal is to provide a system that can solve the assumption violation
problems to obtain the state-of-the-art result and further applied the motion results on other
application in different research fields.
In this section, we will summarize some difficulties and challenges in this task.
Challenges of optical flow methods
To summarise the general challenges when apply optical flow methods, some figures from
D.Sun’s dissertation [10] are attached to help illustration.
1. Ill-posed problem
As mentioned in Section 2.1, optical flow motion estimation methods are based on brightness
constancy constraint(BCC) assumes which a pixel can only corresponds to one pixel in the
next frame of the video sequences as shown in the left two images in Figure 2-9. However,
as shown in right two images, a pixel can potentially have many corresponding pixels sharing
similar brightness. This is the so-called ill-posed problem in optical flow method. In the scenes
which contains natural phenomena such as smoke, fire, etc., this problem happens more often
than opaque, rigid objects since natural phenomena areas have more complicated brightness
variation. Hence, the ill-posed problem is a big challenge when solving the motion estimation
problem for natural phenomena.
2. Motion boundaries
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Figure 2-9: Ill-posed problem [10]: brightness constancy constraint(BCC) assumes that for
each pixel in the first input frame, only one corresponding pixel can be found in the next
frame.(Left two figures). However, for many cases, one pixel can have multiple corresponding
pixels in the second frame.(Right two figures).
To solve the ill-posed problem, most of the optical flow algorithm applied a smoothness as-
sumption as mentioned in Section 2.1. However, imposing smoothness across the whole im-
age will destroy the boundaries structure of motion, as shown in Figure 2-10, the leaves are
merged together in the motion field. Again, in natural phenomena cases, e.g., fog, water,
smoke, fire, etc., they contain lots of complex boundaries which make optical flow estimation
easy to fail.
Figure 2-10: Motion boundaries [10]: Due to the smoothness assumption, the boundary struc-
ture is easy to be destroyed. As shown in the figures, the leaves in the real scene are merged in
the motion result.
3. Occlusions
As shown in Figure 2-11, occlusion is the extreme example of motion boundaries where the
recovered motion are merged because some pixels in the occlusion area cannot find the cor-
responding pixels. In natural phenomena sequences, complex boundaries go cross each other
quite often. Hence, using standard optical flow is hard to solve this kind of problems.
4. Multiple motion problem
Even through methods in [40, 60] has partly solve the problem above, they only consider mo-
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Figure 2-11: Occlusions [10]: Left two column: Two input frames. Right column: motion
field. In many cases, pixels in the first frame cannot find any corresponding pixel in the second
frame due to the occlusion problem.(The leaves area in this example).
tion of rigid opaque objects. While non-rigid motion of cloth or most of natural phenomena
motion violate the layered assumption and cause errors in estimated flow fields. To the best
of our knowledge, existing optical flow estimation methods can only deal with one motion on
each pixel which cannot deal with cases when multiple motions happens on single pixel. In
practice, most of the pixels in transparent motion area would have more than one motion. For
example, when estimating smoke motion, it normally contains translation(or even more com-
plicated motions) and self-diffusion. As shown in Figure 2-12, two pedestrians are walking on
two sides of the glass, which can occur two motions in a only one single pixel. If there is only
one motion in semi-transparent area, the static layer can be treated as the background and the
layer++ [40] or nlayer [60] method can be used to obtain the velocity field. However, if there
are multiple motions existed, such as example shown in Figure 2-12, these methods will fail to
obtain the correct result.
5. Multi-level coarse-to-fine energy minimization
The motion field details is easy to lose during the propagation between adjacent pyramid levels.
Also, thin objects or tiny objects are quite possible to be over-smoothed in the coarse level in
which the error will propagate from the coarsest level to finest level through the whole energy
minimization process. As shown in Figure 2-13, the leg areas are not clearly separated as the
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Figure 2-12: Multiple motions: two consecutive frames with multiple motion in one single
pixel.(Within the red rectangle area).
original frame which induce the error in the motion results in the coarsest level and further
propagate to the fine level.
Figure 2-13: Multi-Level coarse-to-fine energy minimization for motion estimation: As the
legs areas are blurred in the coarsest level, the error motion results are propagated to the fine
level.
Drawback of existing motion estimation dataset
As mentioned in Chapter 2, existing dataset still remains many problems. Datasets for specific
cases [69, 70, 71] are too narrow for our method and evaluations on other motion estimation
methods. Datasets for general cases such as Middlebury dataset [6] can only provide two con-
secutive frames with their ground truth flow field. Their scenes are mostly limited to rigid
opaque objects. Hence, these datasets are not applicable to natural phenomena motion cases.
MPI Sintel dataset [7] have a huge improvement compared to other datasets that solve lots
of the problems such as large motion, motion blur, reflection etc. However, it still excludes
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the natural phenomena or semi-transparent cases to avoid complicating the evaluations of all
the one motion per pixel based methods. There are some dataset which is related to natural
phenomena scenes [112, 17, 18], however, these dataset are mostly focusing on scene classifi-
cation, segmentation and do not have abundant dynamic texture and motion to evaluate motion
estimation methods.
Inspired by MPI Sintel dataset [7], obtaining ground truth motion for natural phenomena from
simulated scene was considered as a potential solution for this problem. However, unlike rigid
object, or non-rigid object with low dynamic such as human, cloth, etc. natural phenomena
such as smoke, water, etc. are particle based. As the particles within a area is moving indi-
vidually unlike rigid object, it is not possible to project them in two consecutive to obtain the
ground truth motion in 2D space.
In conclusion, to the best of our knowledge, there is no dataset for natural phenomena with
ground truth flow field. Generating such dataset and using it to evaluate other existing motion
estimation methods have many difficulties. For example, it is hard to project a 3D natural phe-
nomena scene flow to standard 2D optical flow field. Hence, a evaluation metric that can solve




Dense Motion estimation for Natural
Phenomena in Complex Scenes
In this chapter, we present a novel and general dense motion estimation solution for natural
phenomena such as fire, smoke, water, etc. These natural phenomena videos, as input, can
be with black background, static background, or even dynamic background. We introduce a
novel way to describe the features of natural phenomena, i.e., ’skeleton’. This skeleton is easy
to obtain and is more efficient comparing to other appearance based feature retrieval. We fur-
ther propose a sparse motion estimation algorithm to ’match’ the skeleton between two input
frames. Inspired by the prototype in [55], the sparse flow field is then upgraded to a dense flow
field which is used as a initial input for energy minimization to obtain the final flow field results.
We evaluate our approach on proposed natural phenomena video dataset [17, 18], data from the
Internet, and data from our lab acquisition. Our approach provides excellent performance on
the tested sequence and outperform at least 23% better comparing to other alternatives which
include state-of-the-art and classical optical flow methods. To further validate the results of
the proposed method, we apply the motion estimation results on a simple after effect applica-
tion i.e., slow motion. From the results video, we outperform the state-of-the-art commercial
software Adobe AfterEffect 2017 CC with fewer artefacts.
3.1 Introduction
Accurate dense motion estimation is a long-standing problem in Computer Vision. Several
decades of research have led to significantly impressive results, so that the motion estimation
over a wide variety of different types of objects is now possible: rigid bodies, articulated
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bodies, soft bodies, and under a wide range of difficult circumstances such as lighting variation,
occlusion, and scene clutter etc.
Despite impressive progress, a simple yet general motion estimator for highly dynamic natural
phenomena remains currently unavailable, typically because the phenomena breaches one or
more of the assumptions that underpin most contemporary motion, brightness constancy being
the most notable. As explained in Chapter 2, literature has emerged responding to these prob-
lems by including strong physical assumptions (often premised on Navier Stokes equations),
while other methods are highly relied on strict lab conditions; either way the solutions attend
to a restricted set of phenomena.
Yet a more general solution would benefit many diverse application areas. As mentioned
in Section 1.1, for example, in Computer Vision motion estimation is an aid to segmen-
tation, tracking detection etc. [29, 30]. Computer Graphics has applications in both post-
production [32, 31] and model acquisition [33]; In Atmospheric research, there are applications
for storm identification and forecast [34], forecast and tracking the evolution of convective sys-
tems [35] and rain cloud tracking [36]. Other natural phenomena related applications such as
landslide measurement after earthquake [37], landslide monitoring [38], volcano deformation
measurement [39], etc. also require motion information as one of the basic components for
analysis.
As reviewed in Section 2.1.3, Revaud et al. [55] suggest that given a nice initial input for
one-level energy minimization can outperform the results obtained by standard multi-level
coarse-to-fine process. Most of the natural phenomena motion field change dramatically lo-
cally. Hence, one-level energy minimization is applied in our approach since standard multi-
level coarse-to-fine process often loss optical flow details during its propagation between ad-
jacent pyramid levels as discussed in Section 2.5. Like Chen et al. [57] and also Revaud et
al. [55] who apply process with one-level energy minimization optical flow, we also produce
a sparse flow initially and upgrade it to dense flow as initial flow for one-level energy mini-
mization. The key difference is that we assume there is little change in the global shape of the
phenomenon under observation. Our sparse match method is fully explained in Section 3.2.1
and Section 3.2.2, but briefly here. We make use of a topological skeleton, which in practice is
no more than a collection of points that capture the ‘gist’ of shape. The estimated position, as
sparse ’match’ is then calculated for all the points on the skeleton.
Empirical evidence in Section 3.3 suggests that we provide a solution for dense flow that is
demonstrated to improve state of art accuracy by at least 23% for a variety of natural phenom-
ena. We have tested our approach on smoke, fire, waterfalls, avalanches, volcanic eruptions etc.












Figure 3-1: Given an input frame, a weighted skeleton is aggregated from binary skeletons
generated different filtering scales. Note that we take the smoke as example here to explain
skeleton generation. This is also applicable to other natural phenomena.
brightness constancy nor strong physical assumptions about fluid flow. It is not confined by
laboratory conditions, indeed we have used it on real world footage taken from the internet,
without preprocessing of any kind.
3.2 Method
As discussed in Section 2.2, current motion estimation methods for natural phenomenon either
make weak assumptions such as brightness constancy that are violated, or else make strong
assumptions regarding the behaviour of fluids and are therefore of constrained generality. We
don’t assume brightness constancy and don’t use physical models. Instead, our method as-
sumes that the global shape of the phenomena under observation changes little between frames.
A little more exactly, topographical maps in adjacent frames are similar: the frames will have
about the same number of intensity peaks or valleys etc,, which will have moved only a little;
these features will be connected by ridges of similar shape. Of course there will be changes,
some topographic features will appear and others will disappear, but the topography is globally
similar over a short time interval.
Our approach is built around the use of topographic maps that we call skeletons. Our skeletons
comprise a set of individual points that in future, if we wish, we can fit geometry to – but we do
not do that in this method. So, our approach has four main steps: (1) construct a topographical
skeleton for each of two frames; (2) estimate a sparse flow; (3) upgrade sparse flow to dense
flow as initial input for standard motion estimation energy minimization; (4) apply standard
energy minimization to finalize the dense flow and obtain the final flow filed result. Details of
each step are explain in turn.
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3.2.1 Skeleton Construction
We construct a topographical skeleton of points, but never link the points into a structure. In
this Chapter, we use only peaks and ridges as features, because for many phenomena these
correspond to regions where the material under observation is mostly dense (along the line
of sight). But our method is not limited by this – we could use valleys and troughs, the zero
crossings of a second-order edge detector, etc.
Constructing a skeleton is exceptionally simple. Given a grey scale image, (i) blur it with a
Gaussian kernel of scale σ, to obtain f(.); (ii) mark local horizontal maxima on each individual
row, mark local vertical maxima on each individual column,(iii) output a binary image by
combining (with an ‘or’ operator) the horizontal and vertical maxima. A local maximum is
defined using pixel points ordered on the real line, xi−1 < xi < xi+1; we mark xi as a local
maxima if pixel f(xi−1) ≤ f(xi) ≥ f(xi+1).
The above algorithm gives a skeleton at a single scale. We construct a multi-scale skeleton by







with hj being a binary skeleton image under blurring kernel σj , and x is a point in the plane.
The result of this is a multi-scale skeleton that tends to emphasise stable structures within the
phenomenon: higher values of the skeleton indicate locations that are more stable over scale.
Figure 3-1 illustrates the skeleton building process.
3.2.2 Sparse Flow Estimation
We begin flow estimation by assuming that the motion of observed phenomena is subject to a





in which ρ(.) is local density, ρt(x)dx is local mass, and φ is a mass transfer function that
includes systematic motion, diffusion etc. Ideally, we would like to solve for the transfer
function φ(y,x), over all <3, given a pair of input frames; but this is not possible. Instead
we further assume points x and y lie in the plane <2, that local density is proportional to
observed pixel brightness, and we consider only points on our multi-scale skeleton, which is
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Figure 3-2: Left: frame one with starting skeleton (red) and attracting skeleton (green) in
second frame. Detail at top shows one point attracted to nearby points, expected motion is
shown in yellow; right box shows the same, but for an isotropic Gaussian attractor. The bottom
detail shows that an anisotropic Gaussian (left) leads to a better coverage of the attracting
skeleton (green crosses) by the expected point destinations (yellow points) compared to an
isotropic Gaussian (left). Right of figure shows the start skeleton (red), the attracting skeleton
(green) and the sparse motion estimate (yellow).Please zoom in to see the details.
our topographical map of phenomenon shape.
With a multi-valued skeleton in hand, we would like to estimate sparse motion between skele-
tons in adjacent frames. Initially, inspired by [55], we would like to find corresponding skeleton
points in S2 to match the skeleton points in S1. However, trying to match points 1-1 between
skeletons is inappropriate: in principle because of the diffusion of some natural phenomena
such as smoke, and in practice because the number of skeletal points is likely to change frame
to frame. Iterative closest point [113] or similar technique to (for example) warp one skeleton
into another requires the motion to be parametrisable: a strong assumption we wish to avoid.
Using graph matching techniques is also not appropriate; graph matching is NP-hard, therefore
pixels should not be nodes. The alternative is to link skeletal pixels into lines, but that is ad-hoc
and complex.
Our solution is very simple, we estimate the expected location of each point x on a topographic





We note that this way of associating skeletal points x with destination points y imposes no
strong constraints. There may be no point on the starting skeleton that maps to a given point on
the destination skeleton, equally, many x could map to the same y. Indeed, an expected point
E[y|x] is not constrained to lie on a skeleton. For these reasons we cannot properly describe
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our sparse estimator as being a matching algorithm, instead the destination skeleton is used as
an attractor to construct a sparse flow estimation.
The definition of p(y|x) is important. It is defined using spatial distance and intensity of the
skeletal pixels, similar to a bilateral filter [114]:
p(y|x) ∝ N (x|y, Cy)N (h(x)|h(y), σv). (3.4)
in which h(.) is the value at a point in a multi-valued skeletal image (Eqn. 3.1). The spatial
part depends on a covariance C. For this we use a non-isotropic Gaussian that is aligned so




U = [nˆ, tˆ] (3.6)
L = σdiag([s, 1]) (3.7)
where U is an orthonormal matrix that orients the Gaussian using the unit normal, nˆ, and
unit tangent tˆ to the skeleton S2 at y. The diagonal matrix L, squashes the distribution by
a factor s in the direction of the tangent to the skeleton. In this thesis, we set s = 10. The
value of σ determines the effective range of the attraction, we set σ = 1 but a wide range of
values suffice. The scale s determines the weight of the axis normal to the skeleton relative
to the tangential axis. The reason for using an anisotropic, oriented Gaussian is to keep the
distribution
∑
y∈S2 N (z|y, Cy) reasonably flat for all points z ∈ S2.
If a non-isotropic Gaussian is used, the cumulative distribution will tend to peak in the middle
of skeletal lines, with the result that expected values E[y|x] will tend to crowd there also. This
is seen in Figure 3-2 which also illustrates that points in skeleton two attract points in skeleton
one; skeletons are not explicitly matched.
It could be argued that we should make more use of the information in the multi-valued skele-
ton. In particular we could use the “stability” value, v(x) in the multi-valued skeleton, similar
to a coarse-to-fine strategy but “stable to less-stable”. However, the use of a bilateral filter
tends to make sure points in the starting skeleton are attracted to points of similar stability in
the end skeleton; and given we are obtaining high quality results, this complication has not yet
been pursued.
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3.2.3 Improving the sparse estimate
We improve the sparse estimate by also considering the ‘backward in time’ process (simi-
lar to [115]). We estimate sparse motion both forward and backward in time, and maintain
only consistent results. In a little more detail, we consider sets with ‘forward elements’
(x ∈ S1, E[y|x]) and ‘backward elements’ (x′ ∈ S2, E[y′|x′]). To check the consistency,
we check if:
∥∥x− E[y′|x′]∥∥2 + ∥∥E[y|x]− x′∥∥2 < δ (3.8)
where δ = 0.5 is adopted for all the testing cases in this thesis.
This is equivalent to use KNN clustering to locate consistent forward and backward pairs. This
process takes care of problems such as the appearance and/or disappearance of topographical
features so that the initial input for the one-level energy minimization can be guaranteed to
have less ’noise’ from occlusion or inconsistency problems.
3.2.4 Dense Flow Interpolation
Given a sparse flow estimation, the problem now is to upgrade this to a dense flow field as
a initial input for the last step i.e., one level energy minimization. More exactly, we want to
estimate a vector field v(x) for all points x in frame one using the partial estimate S(x) ·u(x)
in which S(x) is now a binary mask that locates points in the multi-valued skeleton, and ·
denotes the Hadamard product (also called Schur product or entrywise product); and u(x) =
E[y|x]− x for all x ∈ S.
We interpolate flow using a method due to Garcia at al [116], which is designed for natural phe-
nomenon. We consider each element of the vector field independently. Letting u = [u1, u2]T
and v = [v1, v2]T denote the fields, the interpolation process yields a new field vk by the
following energy minimization problem:
argmin
vk
‖(vk − uk)‖2 + λ
∥∥52vk∥∥2 (3.9)
in which λ is a Lagrange multiplier that controls smoothness. We use a value for λ directly
from the original paper. Following Strang [117], Garica [118] shows that this least squares
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problem can be equivalently expressed using the discrete cosine transform (DCT) and its in-
verse (IDCT):
IDCT(Γ · DCT(M · (uk − vk) + vk)) (3.10)











where ij locates the ith element along the jth dimension, and nj is the width of that dimen-
sion.The algorithm proposed by Garica [118] fixes the smoothing parameter, λ. We recognise
that this method of interpolation ignores any correlation between vector components. Even so
our results are sufficiently good that we have opted to leave such matters aside for now.
3.2.5 Optical Flow Energy and Optimization
Dense flow field results in Section 3.2.3 can be treated as a good initial input which is similar
to the interpolation after dense match in [55, 57]. In this section, we follow the same energy
function applied in these two methods to optimize the flow field. The energy function applies





φ(‖f1(x + v)− f2(x)‖2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Brightness Constancy






φ(‖∇v1‖2 + ‖∇v2‖2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Smoothness Constraint
dx (3.12)
where f∗ denotes the input images and v represents the smoothed flow field in between; ∇ =
(∂xx, ∂yy)
T is a spatial gradient and φ(s) = 2log(1 + s2/2) with  = 2 penalizes the flow
gradient norm.
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In this case, given a full-size dense initial motion field, v(x), one level energy minimization is
supposed to give better performance and precision comparing to the conventional coarse-to-fine
scheme when it comes to the specific scenarios with boundary overlapping or thin objects [55].
Those difficulties often occur in natural phenomena motion estimation.
To optimize our proposed energy, we follow the same process in [55] by initializing the solu-
tion with our dense motion field from previous step and apply the fixed point iterations [49]
without the coarse-to-fine scheme. The optimal flow field is obtained by solving the final linear
systems using 30 iterations of the successive over relaxation method. All the parameters here
are applied as same as [55]. Mathematical details can be checked in Appendix A
This final step improves the motion estimate by editing each field vector a sufficiently small
amount. This allows for the local variations, and because the errors to be corrected are small,
assumptions such as brightness constancy can once again be used.
3.3 Empirical Evaluation
This section provides quantitative and qualitative evidences that our motion estimation ap-
proach (i) operates over a range of phenomenal captured under a variety of conditions, and (ii)
outperforms contemporary alternatives.
In this thesis, we have tested on videos showing fire, steam, smoke, avalanches, landslides,
boiling water, waterfalls, and volcanic eruptions.
We have used three classes of videos representing a progression from controlled conditions to
“in the wild”. (i)video of smoke captured against a black laboratory conditions, meaning there
are no background distractors so the motion test here is in some sense ‘pure’. We subpartition
these videos into four kinds depending on density and texture levels: dense less texture (DLT),
dense more texture (DMT), light less texture (LLT), and light more texture (LMT). These are
high resolution videos. (ii) Lower resolution video from established databases: Moving Vis-
tas [17], Dyntex [18] and YUPENN DynSce datset [100] captured at low frame rate. (iii) Video
taken directly from the internet, of varying spatial resolution and a low frame rate typically. The
“internet” videos include background motion clutter, and a computer graphic simulation, which
tend to use approximations to physical model; so this class includes complicated scenes and
scenes that do not necessarily strictly adhere to physical laws. These are of varying resolution,
but tend to be higher than the existed datasets we have used. Noted that more test results will
be shown in Chapter 5 with dataset we propose in this thesis under all the methods here.
All experiments were run on consumer level computer with 3.30 GHz, i5-2500 CPU, 20GB
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Ours FullFlow EpicFlow Class+NL HS BA LDOF MDP FlowNet
L
ab
DLT 9.2 13.88 15 15.3 15.3 15.6 25.7 15.5 15.3
DMT 11.4 19.77 30.1 29.7 17.4 26 44.9 25.9 31.2
LLT 3.3 4.33 5.2 5.3 5.4 5.4 5.3 4.8 5














Steam 7.38 8.84 8.27 12.55 12.52 13.01 12.4 13.57 15.47
Avalanche01 10.43 12.29 12.26 12.12 12.57 12.24 12.78 12.64 17.76
Boil (water) 13.27 48.61 18.72 13.91 26.26 25.83 13.94 20.96 42.3
Fountain01 19.69 26.52 18.8 23.67 20.2 20.18 21.39 27.48 22.25
Fountain02 30.67 61.72 31.72 26.93 34.66 25.72 31.3 33.56 27.64
Forest fire 8.37 8.84 8.39 8.61 10.59 10.45 10.61 9.1 18.85
Landslide01 86.08 87.72 84.94 87.06 89.67 87.82 87.24 86.31 120.2
Landslide02 88.13 86.96 89.43 91.74 89.04 87.49 91.12 91.17 117.7
Volcano eruption01 5.63 5.82 5.99 5.92 6.89 5.98 5.69 5.97 5.63
Volcano eruption02 6.96 7.22 7.41 7.24 7.54 7.47 7.34 7.58 7.5
Volcano eruption03 7.09 7.97 7.67 7.99 8.11 8.41 7.65 7.99 7.96
Waterfall01 17.86 19.1 18.97 21.45 20.8 19.89 19.3 17.9 18.33
Waterfall02 15.8 17.76 18 20.02 17.6 18.32 18.14 18.42 18.89
Waterfall03 13.97 15.06 14.91 18.06 18.14 17.88 16.68 14.82 16.00





Car smoke 8.85 10.3 10.69 10.64 10.57 10.66 10.58 9.01 10.79
Fire smoke 12.49 13.21 13.17 12.64 12.81 12.61 12.91 12.68 16.49
Avalanche02 12.34 13.36 13.65 13.38 14.05 13.98 14.24 13.95 15.82
Train 11.2 14.13 14.31 14.28 14.18 14.3 14.08 33.44 16.11
Fireman 18.86 19.42 19.42 19.66 19.52 19.56 19.29 20.72 19.04
Match cube 72.53 74.65 72.93 80.50 87.40 84.32 77.22 87.88 85.09
Comparison Error 0% 28% 25% 17% 19% 19% 25% 26% 36%
Table 3.1: Low Rate Distance (Equation 11 in the main paper, designed for low frame rate
video (Public Database and Internet). We compare our method to eight state-of-the-art algo-
rithms using videos from our laboratory, from public datasets, and from the Internet; ’Train’
is a computer graphic simulation. Bold figures indicate the best performance in each row, we
come first in most cases. Data shown ×100 for easy reading. Note that the lower readings
show higher accuracy.
RAM, NVIDIA GeForce GT 610 graphic card, using code written in a mixture of MATLAB
and C++. Noted that, in Chapter 5, we collect a dataset and evaluate our method against other
methods in high frame rate sequences, our method again outperform other alternatives.
3.3.1 Quantitative Experiments
We compare our approach to eight alternatives, using two different measures. The alternative
approaches are listed next, along with a short rationale for their choice. FullFlow [90] and
EpicFlow [55] are recent algorithms that exhibit state-of-the-art performance which also share
similar framework as our method. Classic+NL [2] provides robustness to motion discontinu-
ity by using median filtering. HS [28] and BA [59] are two of the most classical optical flow
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Steam 12.51 16.01 15.33 17.40 17.86 16.75 16.36 18.01 18.95
Avalanche01 15.33 28.00 28.53 30.33 27.39 27.58 29.14 28.55 19.75
Boil water 35.87 40.37 40.95 36.57 36.62 36.45 39.80 28.55 48.15
Fountain01 36.67 61.69 61.56 50.54 47.68 48.99 50.93 50.68 54.53
Fountain02 137.1 165.4 164.5 235.3 177.1 201.0 164.7 164.7 160.9
Forest fire 29.81 29.74 31.00 28.27 67.03 78.26 28.66 31.56 26.24
Landslide01 98.01 138.9 142.8 127.2 127.2 129.3 139.1 129.7 142.8
Landslide02 63.17 56.99 66.95 78.93 80.47 57.29 77.23 57.94 58.45
Volcano eruption01 15.87 21.53 21.43 22.70 21.86 21.69 20.96 21.32 20.65
Volcano eruption02 13.79 20.23 20.40 20.05 19.50 19.86 19.81 19.32 16.16
Volcano eruption03 13.06 19.97 18.46 19.90 22.06 21.31 19.33 17.96 15.75
Waterfall01 30.78 39.96 40.02 41.38 42.12 45.76 38.76 39.87 42.12
Waterfall02 39.32 35.74 41.78 36.70 37.02 40.39 41.92 39.1 39.69
Waterfall03 34.19 43.06 47.58 42.31 43.80 41.65 42.69 43.08 41.40





Car smoke 45.26 49.62 50.17 129.6 116.5 114.3 113.6 98.56 101.4
Fire smoke 60.74 120.5 108.2 52.04 60.98 51.90 53.84 60.56 46.36
Avalanche02 20.56 29.22 30.98 32.20 23.84 23.48 20.99 20.80 30.45
Train 35.76 83.44 72.45 92.24 91.68 82.13 66.76 150.3 47.11
Fireman 59.84 155.1 167.3 180.8 143.4 180.9 164.9 174.7 124.0
Match cube 57.59 70.57 71.26 72.75 73.07 72.94 65.23 73.21 73.17
Comparison Error 0% 49% 53% 58% 51% 52% 47% 61% 31%
Table 3.2: High Rate Distance (Equation 12) designed for high frame rate video (our database).
We compare our method to eight state-of-the-art algorithms using videos from our laboratory,
from public datasets, and from the Internet; “Train” is a computer graphic simulation. Bold
figures indicate the best performance in each row, we come first in most cases. Data shown



































































































































































































































































































Ours FullFlow EpicFlow Class+NL HS BA LDOF MDP flownet
Figure 3-3: A visualization of quantitative flow measures compared to our approach. In this
we use our method as the baseline and show the fractional change from this for alternative


































































































































































































































































































































Ours FullFlow EpicFlow Class+NL HS BA LDOF MDP flownet
Figure 3-4: A visualization of quantitative flow measures compared to our approach. In this
we use our method as the baseline and show the fractional change from this for alternative
methods over the different videos we use. We outperform alternatives in most of the test cases.
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methods. Brox et al. (LDOF) [119] address large motion displacement issues using feature
matching. Xu et al. (MDP) [11] show excellent performance on the Middleburry bench-
mark [6]. FlowNet [3] uses a deep neural network and achieves good results. Since the ground
truth motion for natural phenomenon is at best difficult to obtain and is currently unavailable,
we cannot train FlowNet network for natural phenomena with ground truth data. Hence, we
keep the original FlowNet parameters. We were unable to compare with any method that is
based on a physical model, because the code was not made available to us. Therefore, we
follow Li et al. [78] in comparing our method with general optical flow methods.
When a ground truth benchmark is available [6, 7], motion estimation algorithms can be eval-
uated using quantitative metrics such as endpoint error (EE) and angular error (AE). However,
we have no ground truth available for any of our video. Instead, we use two measures adapted
from the literature. One measure is similar to method in Li et al. [78] who suggested warp-
ing/propagate frame 1 using the flow, v12 from frame 1 to frame 2. The warped image is then
compared to the second frame using mean RMS error. This measure is suitable for low video




· ||I2 − warp(I1, v12)||22 (3.13)
The second measure we used is an adapted version of the Interpolation Error(IE) suggested
in [6] when ground truth motion is not available, which is better for high frame rate video
because it uses frames 1 and 3, with the tacit assumption that velocities are constant over the
corresponding time interval. In our adaptation we compute a forward flow (frame 1 to 3) and a
backward flow (frame 3 to 1). We then warp frames 1 and 3 under the forward and backward
flows respectively, and we mark average the warps wherever the flow is consistent. In regions
where the forward and backward flows are inconsistent we assume there is occlusion, in which
case the forward (or backward) warp is not averaged but used ‘as is’. Again, we use RMS error




· ||I2 −merge[warp(I1, v13),warp(I3, v31)]||22 (3.14)
Results for all videos are shown in Table 3.1 for LRD, and Table 3.2 for HRD. The tables show
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that our approach consistently outperforms other methods: we come first in most cases. In
fact, due to space limitations, we removed many cases in which were first; full tables can be
found in the supplementary material. These larger tables show that, on average, our method
outperforms all others by at least 17% when using LRD and 31% when using HRD. Details
about evaluation methods on motion estimation methods will be explained in Chapter 5.
3.3.2 Qualitative Results
Figure 3-5 shows qualitative results which uses a colour wheel to visualise dense flow. Ad-
ditional flow field results are shown in Figure 3-6. Such visualizations rely on human colour
perception that is more sensitive to changes in yellowish hues than in blue hues, and human
colour matching of patches is strongly influenced by the surrounding colours. These and other
problems have led some experts in scientific visualization to rule out using colour to visualize
vector fields [120], but we argue they can be used if treated with caution. In our case, the
method demonstrates that trends do emerge, notably that our approach tends to show greater
local variation in flow direction than do the alternatives.
The waterfall provides a useful example. Our result shows a predominantly downward fall
(orange colour), but captures flow into the fall at the top and away from the fall at the bottom;
these are the cyan regions. All of the alternatives show little other than a strong downward fall.
They might miss variations in the downward flow as water splashes off rocks; what is more
certain is that they miss the flow into the fall, and also most of flow away from the fall. Similar
analysis can be applied to the remaining examples. This paper has space only for qualitative
comparison with selected alternatives, but, our supplementary material holds more sets, where
the reader can see the trend persists.
Observing these qualitative results help us conjecture our approach which exhibits lower quan-
titative RMS error, in both measure: it is possible that our approach better captures local non-
smooth behaviour, because it has been constrained by our sparse global flow estimate. This
seems reasonable, but without objective ground truth we can not demonstrate this empirically.
As noted, it is very hard to judge flow fields from colour visualizations, or indeed any static
visualization. Our slow-motion replay application in Section 3.4 and the supplementary mate-
rial provides a moving example that shows our approach does not introduce motion and texture
artefacts that are clearly visible in a state-of-the-art alternative. The video therefore provides
strong qualitative evidence regarding the quality of our motion estimates.
In Appendix B, Figure (B-1,B-2,B-5,B-6) show the motion estimation results and correspond-
ing warping results for all the baselines we compared based on sequences with black or dy-
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Dense And More Texture (DMT)







Figure 3-5: Qualitative results for selected phenomena: Left two columns show input frames,
subsequent columns show dense flow visualizations for selected contemporary alternatives. We
use colour to indicate direction, see top right for key.
namic background from the Internet. Similarly, Figure (B-3,B-4) show the results for se-
quences from the public datasets [17, 18]. By applying the flow field to warp the former
input frame, the estimation results for the second frame are shown in Figure 3-7. Compared
with the second input frame, all the methods generate visually plausible structures of smoke
since the structures between two input frames are similar. However, in the aspect of smoke
detail capture, our algorithm outperforms MDP as one of the state-of-the-art motion estimation



































Ours FullFlow EpicFlow MDP
Figure 3-6: Additional qualitative results for selected phenomena: Left two columns show
input frames, subsequent columns show dense flow visualizations for selected contemporary
alternatives.
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Figure 3-7: Warping results comparison: Left: Ground truth frame Middle: Warping result
using proposed method. Right: Warping result using MDP method [11]
3.4 Slow Motion in Video
The video illustrates the detailed step of proposed motion estimation method on natural phe-
nomena, it also include a graphical after effect application i.e., slow-motion. This application
not only prove the motivation of the work, but also validate the motion field results by providing
better results comparing to state-of-the-art commercial after effect software.
The video shows: 1. Original video input; 2. Skeleton of each input frame; 3. Sparse motion
estimation based on the skeleton; 4. Dense flow as output result. 5. Slow-motion comparing
against Adobe AfterEffect CC 2017.
Slow Motion which is obtained by interpolating the intermediate frames using optical flow
fields between neighbouring frames of the input smoke video (24 fps). The video shows two
methods for comparison: our approach and Adobe AfterEffect CC 2017 (chosen because it
widely used as the best slow-motion effect currently on the market). These optical flow fields
able to describe the smoke motion over a short time instance. We further use the flow fields to
generate the a certain number of frames in between. Those duplicated frames together with the
original frames are finally compacted into a new slow motion video.
As seen in the video, the slow motion using our motion estimation result is smoother than the
slow motion using latest Adobe AfterEffects CC 2017 across 75%, 50%, 25%. 10%, and 3%
slow motion. Additionally, we provide fewer artefacts than After Effects. Figure 3-8, as an
example, shows one screen shot of the video, when using AfterEffects CC 2017, the artefacts
appear frequently in the area that is full of textures. Please also check the video, to see more
cases.
This example emphasizes our contribution to natural phenomena motion estimation to com-
puter graphic. We believe it can be used in many other scenarios in different research areas.
We also test the our motion estimation results on videos of other natural phenomena, i.e.,
waterfall sequence from [17]. The results are shown in Figure 3-9.
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Figure 3-8: A screen shot of the video when applied 75% slow motion. Left: Slow motion
using the latest Adobe After Effects 2017. Right: Slow motion using our motion estimation
result. Please zoom in to check the details. Use stop-start on the video to see other artefacts.
To further test the performance of the slow motion results, we conduct a perceptual study
which include 30 participants who are from different background. Participants are required
to compare the performance of the two slow motion video based on two methods i.e., one
from AfterEffect2017 and one based on our motion field. For the smoke sequences, 26/30
participants think the slow motion sequence based on our motion field is better, only 4/30 think
the slow motion from AfterEffect2017 is better. For the waterfall sequence, 15/30 participants
think our slow motion sequence is better, 15/30 think the slow motion from AfterEffect2017 is
better. To analyse the results from this study, one reason that the waterfall sequence have equal
votes may be that the resolution of it is not high enough for human to perceive the difference.
3.5 Conclusions
Motion estimation on natural phenomena is one of the most challenging problems in computer
vision, as sequences with natural phenomena break lots of assumptions and exist many difficul-
ties in motion estimation such as non-rigid motion, brightness changing etc. In this Chapter, we
propose a ’skeleton’ based motion estimation method for natural phenomena. We first propose
a straightforward method to obtain the ’skeleton’ of the natural phenomena which is treated is
as an appearance feature. The ’skeleton’ for both input frames are then applied to acquire the
sparse ’match’ between these two frames. We upgrade this sparse ’match’ to a dense flow field.
This is applied as the initial input for the final step which use one level energy minimization to
finalize the result flow field. Both the quantitative results and the qualitative results show that
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Figure 3-9: A screen shot of the video when applied 50% slow motion. Left: Slow motion
using the latest Adobe After Effects 2017. Right: Slow motion using our motion estimation
result. Please zoom in to check the details.
the proposed method outperform all the existing motion estimation methods on sequences with
natural phenomena. We also applied the result flow field on a visual effect application i.e., slow
motion and compare it with the state-of-the-art commercial software, Adobe AfterEffects CC
2017. As shown in the video, our result produce less artefacts than the result from AfterEffects
CC 2017.
To extend this method, there are several directions that we can do next. First, we can modify
the way we extract the ’skeleton’ and make a more generalized appearance feature which can
be applied to all the subjects. Second, the way we ’match’ the skeleton may be good to adapt
the coarse-to-fine process in the step where we extract the ’skeleton’, this could potentially
reduce the complexity of this step and make it more efficient and more accurate. In addition,
more ’neighbourhood’ frames can be involved in the motion estimation process as [40] did to
obtain more information from the previous frames. Moreover, to applied the obtained flow field
from this method, we can use it for many applications such as storm tracking and identification,
landslides monitoring, etc. In Chapter 4, we apply the result flow field as a key feature to nat-
ural phenomena video segmentation and outperform other state-of-the-art video segmentation
methods including one which is designed specially for natural phenomena.
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Chapter 4
Motion based Video Segmentation for
Natural Phenomena
In this Chapter, we present applications in both Computer Vision and Computer Graphics
which apply the motion results obtained by the method proposed in Chapter 3. Video seg-
mentation, as a fundamental computer vision approach, has been studied for years. Various of
solutions have been reviewed in Section 2.3. In this chapter, we applied the motion on top of
the existing superpixel framework for video segmentation on natural phenomena sequences,
and further discover the sparsity feature for the smoke skeleton which can be used to identify
smoke segments for video semantic segmentation. In Section 3.4, we applied the motion field
on a computer graphic application i.e., slow motion with a simple algorithm, and get much less
artefacts compared to the state-of-the-art commercial after effect software Adobe AfterEffect
2017.
4.1 Introduction
In this section, we focus on frame segmentation on natural phenomena which is one of the
most challenging problems in this area as the features, boundaries, motion information, etc.
of natural phenomena areas are much complicated than other type of objects. There are lots
applications that are based on video segmentation as mentioned in Section 2.3. For video
segmentation on natural phenomena particularly, it can be used for scene understanding in
videos [121], natural phenomena detection in videos [122, 29, 30], natural phenomena synthe-
sis [32], etc. As mentioned in Chapter 1, motion estimation of natural phenomena supports
many applications. In the next sections, we first mention some related work, then we show that
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Original Frame Final SegmentationsSuperPixel (SP) SP on L*A*B Color SP Merged on Motion
Figure 4-1: Steps in frame segmentation, each step uses agglomerative clustering to merge
super-pixels into image segments; color, motion, dark channel and skeletal density are used
respectively.
the usage of the dense motion estimation and skeleton information we obtained, provides re-
sults that are competitive with state-of-the-art alternatives, including the ones that are designed
specifically for natural phenomena segmentation.
We are not alone in having an interest in the segmentation of natural phenomena. As mentioned
in Section 2.3, recently, multiple image frames have been introduced to improve the difficult
motion segmentation [88, 97]. Papazoglou and Ferrari [15] typically use optical flow to track
superpixels over time to establish temporal coherence and further achieve the fast foreground
segmentation. Teney et al. [89, 14] propose custom spatio-temporal filters to capture texture
and motion. These cues, along with a learnable metric, improve the segmentation on highly
dynamic objects. Tsai et al. [94] propose a multi-level model which adaptively considers
pixels and superpixels on the moving object. Their model is able to improve the foreground
segmentation and further sharpen the optical flow boundaries. Most recently, Cheng et al. [9]
integrate segmentation and motion estimation by proposing an end-to-end trainable network.
They obtain good results in both segmentation and motion estimation. However, for many of
these methods, the results are highly relied on the quality of the flow field [94], or restricted by
type of input videos [15]. By applying the motion results and skeleton introduced in Chapter 3,
we are able to obtain competitive segmentation results which are evaluated in Section 4.3.
4.2 Method
Our algorithm for segmentation is outlined in Figure 4-1. The general idea is to merge super-
pixels [12] based on various features. In the proposed method, superpixels are merged into
bigger segments which contain either natural phenomena or other objects. We initially merge
the superpixels using spatial distance, colour similarity, and later using motion similarity and
skeletal density as discussed in the following sections.
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4.2.1 Superpixels Acquisition
There are various of methods to generate superpixels which can be classified as graph based
algorithms [123, 124] or gradient ascent based algorithms [125, 126, 127]. The former type of
methods treat each pixel in the frame as a node and cluster them based on similarity between
nodes, while the later type of algorithms first initialize by rough superpixels and gradually
refine the superpixels based on certain criteria. Most of the methods are often less efficient due
to the high computing complexity. In this section, for efficiency and accuracy concerns, we
apply a simple linear iterative clustering(SLIC) superpixels method [12] which is a K-means
clustering based approach, to obtain the superpixels of the given frames as a initial result of the
segmentation.
The desired number of superpixels obtained by SLIC method is given as k, then the centre of
each superpixel can be defined as:
Cki = [Lki , aki , bki , xki , yki ] (4.1)
where [x, y] indicates the location of the centre pixel of each superpixel, [L, a, b] represents the
colour information in CIEL∗a∗b colour space, where L is set for lightness and [a, b] is set for
the colour opponents red-green and blue-yellow, i is the pixel in superpixel k. Comparing to
RGB colour space, CIEL∗a∗b colour space is closer to human perception since it is designed
to approximate human vision [128].
Based on the location and colour information, k initial superpixels are assigned with roughly
equal pixels. The grid interval is S =
√
N
k , where N is the total pixel number. To avoid the
centre of the superpixel to be assigned on the edge or a noise pixel, the centre pixel is set as the
pixel where the gradient is the lowest in the neighbourhood area. We set the result as the initial
superpixels result. Next, the initial superpixels are merged based on the distance measures
including location, colour, etc.
4.2.2 Location and Colour Distance Measurement for Superpixels Clustering
Once the initial superpixels result is obtained, for each pixel i, we set up a search area with
size 2S ∗ 2S. Then the pixel is only compared it with the neighbourhood superpixels of which
the centre pixel position is in the search area. The previous methods, however, applied k-
means clustering over the whole image area. Comparing this method with the previous ones,
by restricting the search area, it can significantly improve the efficiency of the algorithm.
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We first merge the superpixels based on location and colour features. Instead of measuring the
features of pixel i in 5D space [Li, ai, bi, xi, yi] directly, we measure the 2D location distance
dl and 3D colour distance dc respectively as shown in Equation 4.2.
dl =
√
(xj − xi)2 + (yj − yi)2
dc =
√
(lj − li)2 + (aj − ai)2 + (bj − bi)2
(4.2)
However, simply adding these two measures as the distance for superpixel is biased due to
the differences of the superpixels size. For superpixels that include large area, the location
distances are likely to be much bigger than the colour difference. Hence, a proper weight need
to be added on both terms. We followed the approach applied in [12] and set the distance Dlc










where m is a constant in range [1, 40] depending on the input sequences’ colour range. How-
ever, during the implementation, we found that K-means clustering suggested in [12] still
prefers the distance measure as shown in Figure 4-3a. It is also very timely inefficient due
to the property of K-means clustering. Hence, as suggested in [129], instead of estimating
the superpixels result entirely based on SLIC method [12], we first applied SLIC method with
board threshold to obtain the initial superpixel results based on location and colour information
as shown in Figure 4-2. Based on this result, Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications
with Noise(DBSCAN) [130] is applied for clustering based on L*a*b colour. We compare the
K-means clustering based method and DBSCAN clustering based method for superpixel merg-
ing based on colour information. As shown in Figure 4-5, K-means clustering based method
still tend to localize the superpixels and remain similar size for each superpixel. The superpix-
els are not really clustered based on colour information. The red shop shed are still divided into
different pieces of superpixels, even though the colour are almost the same. DBSCAN clus-
tering based method, however, merges the superpixels more aggressively and has less location
constraints comparing to K-means method. It also clusters the areas with the same colour more
successfully, such as the shop shed area and the black band on the top and bottom of the frames,
compared to the K-means clustering based method.
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(a) Original Frame 1 (b) SLIC Superpixels [12]
Figure 4-2: Original frame(left) and initial superpixel results(right) from the SLIC method [12]
(a) K-means clustering based method (b) DBSCAN clustering based method
Figure 4-3: Colour based clustering: comparing K-means(left figure) and DBSCAN(right fig-
ure) clustering to merge superpixels based on colour information.
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(a) Input frame one (b) Input frame two
Figure 4-4: Two consecutive input frames from a natural phenomenon sequence
4.2.3 Motion based Superpixels Clustering
The results from colour information based clustering, as shown in Figure 4-3b, provide better
initial result for next step clustering. In this section, we include the second input frame as
shown in Figure 4-4. Given two consecutive frames in a natural phenomenon sequence, the
motion field can be obtained by the motion estimation method proposed in Chapter 3 as shown
in Figure 4-5a. Noted that, the second frame is only applied for motion estimation to add
features to the superpixel in the first frame. The features of pixel i is then defined in 7D
space:[Li, ai, bi, xi, yi, ui, vi]. Recall that, [ui, vi] are the motion on pixel i in two directions.
Based on equation 4.1, the centre of each superpixel can be represented as:
Cki = [Lki , aki , bki , xki , yki , uk, vk] (4.4)














where Nk is the total number of the pixels in superpixel k.
In this section, we still hold the assumption proposed in Chapter 3 which assumes the global
shape of the phenomena changes little between frames. We further assume the natural phe-
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nomena sequences contain mostly natural phenomena area or with static background. Hence,
the magnitude of the motion is not the key feature for superpixel clustering. In practice, we ob-
serve that the motion for the natural phenomenon have globally similar motion direction among
neighbourhood superpixels. As shown in Figure 4-5a, the smoke areas share similar motion
direction which is nearly blue in the motion field colour map. Based on this observation, we
further defined the centre of the superpixel as:






To reduce the dimension for DBSCAN clustering, in this step, we fix the first five dimensions
and only consider the sixth dimension. The distance of DBSCAN clustering between neigh-
bourhood superixel k1 and k2 is defined as:
ξ = min(dVθ , 2pi − dVθ) (4.8)
where
dVθ = Vk1θ − Vk2θ (4.9)
The result for motion based DBSCAN clustering is shown in Figure 4-5b. Based on the as-
sumption that the input frames contain mostly natural phenomena or with static background,
the natural phenomena area can then be obtained. There are results for various natural phe-
nomena shown in Figure 4-10.
One limitation for this method is that if there is no motion in the natural phenomena area,
the superpixels in this area may merge with the static background which would affect the
performance of our video segmentation method. One potential solution is not to fix the first
five dimensions, instead, we still take the colour feature into consideration. The other way to
solve this problem may try to involve multiple frames in this video segmentation process.
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(a) Motion field obtained from method proposed in
Chapter 3 (b) Motion based superpixel clustering
Figure 4-5: Colour based Motion field(left figure) and DBSCAN(right figure) clustering to
merge superpixels based on motion information.
4.2.4 Skeleton Sparsity for smoke area identification
Sequences in Figure 4-10 and the above steps hold the assumption that the input frames contain
mostly natural phenomena areas or static background. This is a strong assumption which can
not be applied universally. Hence, for sequences with dynamic background, we need a way to
determine the natural phenomena area. In this section, we proposed a skeleton based method
to further cluster the obtained superpixels and identify the smoke area.
Related works about smoke detection [131, 30, 122, 29, 132] have been proposed in recent
years. Many of them [131, 30] are based on the famous prior in dark channel proposed in [13]
which is for dehazing. The dark channel prior is based on an observation that, for a single pixel
in a clean image, it always exists at least one low intensity across three colour channels(RGB).




As shown in Figure 4-8a, Dark channel map MDARK can be really ’noisy’. In [13], the Dark
channel map is further processed with a minimum filter, as shown in Figure 4-8b and Figure 4-









where Ω(X) is a 15*15 filter window contain pixel X . The obtained results after this filter and




Figure 4-6: Dark Channel prior [13]: (a). a random clean image. (b). Dark Channel without
minimum filter on clean image. (c). Dark Channel with minimum filter on clean image. (d).
Random image with haze. (e). Dark Channel without minimum filter on haze image. (f). Dark
Channel with minimum filter on haze image.
Although the dark channel prior is robust in many cases for de-hazing or smoke detection, it
has limitations on the scene when constant-light is not applied such as strong sunlight. It is also
restricted by the distance between the haze and the objects [13]. Based on our observation, it is
also performing badly in Sky area or areas with bright flat colour such as white area on the taxi
in Figure 4-7. These restrictions may be fine when dealing with de-hazing purpose, when it
comes to smoke detection or identification, however, they are strong assumptions for the input
sequences. As shown in Figure 4-7, the dark channel prior results fails to find the smoke area
which is bounded by red hand-draw groundtruth lines. Noted that by applying dark channel
prior, the whiter the areas in dark channel map MDARK are, the more likely these areas are
smoke. The sky areas and white areas are much brighter than the smoke area. The brightness
difference between smoke areas and the building areas is not obvious(first and second column
in Figure 4-7). Hence, we can draw a conclusion that Dark channel prior based smoke detection
or identification is not universally applicable for many cases.
In this section, we proposed a skeleton based feature on the clustered superpixels. As men-
tioned, this feature is designed to find the smoke area in dynamic background. Hence, the
feature need to be applied on the superpixel results from last step in Section 4.2.3 to fine tune
the superpixel results and determine the smoke area. To solve the problems when it comes to





Figure 4-7: Visual comparison of our skeletal density and dark channel. Top to bottom, First
Row: the original image and the given segmentation (red); Second row: dark channel visual-





Figure 4-8: More examples on skeleton Sparsity feature: Left column: original images. Right
column: corresponding skeleton
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ture, i.e., skeleton sparsity. Based on our observation, as shown in Figure 4-7 and Figure 4-8,
the smoke areas tend to have sparser skeleton evenly spreading within them. The sky areas can
have a very condense block as the super-bright areas do, have no skeleton in it, or have more
intense skeleton as other objects such as human, building ect. do. Based on this observation,
we proposed a simple skeleton sparsity feature to fine tune the superpixel clustering and iden-








where Nk is the total number of pixels in superpixel k, Ii is the pixel value in the binary
skeleton map. The superpixels can be further defined as:
Ck = [Lk, ak, bk, xk, yk, Vθ, SPk] (4.13)
Since the bright blocks areas in the skeleton map have biggest skeleton density, we only con-
sider the areas that have no skeleton in the areas such as the sky areas shown in Figure 4-7. To
solve this problem, we can apply a lower bound for the skeleton sparsity check. In practice,
we simply apply a filter to find this areas that have no skeleton in them and disregard these
areas and treat them as non-smoke areas. Based on Equation 4.13, we again fixed the first six
features and merge the superpixels based on the skeleton sparsity. The final result is shown in
Figure 4-9. More results are shown in Figure 4-11. As shown in these figures, we provide a
good segmentation results for smoke areas. The Proposed method is evaluated by comparing
with other state-of-the-art video segmentation method including the one which is design for
natural phenomena in Section 4.3.
Other than dark channel prior, we also consider to use some other ways to extract natural
phenomena features such as some high frequency filters. We consider to use Canny edge
detector, however, it cannot provide property like sparsity as ’skeleton’ does. For example, in
the Fireman sequence(4-7), the taxi area will have very sparse edges.
Due to the time limitation, we have only investigated skeleton property on smoke areas. We
believe that for other natural phenomena, such as water, fire, etc., they should have their own
skeleton features. Once these features are obtained, it would be really helpful for semantic
segmentation for complex scenes with different natural phenomena and other moving objects.
This could be an extension for this work.
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(a) Skeleton with hand-draw ground truth (b) Final superpixel result with only smoke area
Figure 4-9: Skeleton of the input figure(left figure) and superpixels merging based on skeleton
sparsity information.
4.3 Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our segmentation method and compare it with
existing state-of-the-art techniques. We applied quantitative metrics to demonstrate the perfor-
mance of the proposed method against two state-of-the-art methods,i.e., Teney et al. [14] and
Papazoglou et al. [15]. The former is the state-of-the-art video segmentation method designed
specially for dynamic scenes with natural phenomena. It applies spatiotemporal filters to cap-
ture texture and motion as its features along with a matric-learning framework which can be
used to optimize the representation of these features for specific type of objects in dynamic
scenes. Papazoglou et al. [15] is one of the most robust state-of-the-art video segmentation
methods. It is fast, fully automatic, and makes least assumptions about the input sequences.
It can deal with scenes containing dynamic background, non-rigid deformation objects, etc.,
which are commonly existed in sequences with natural phenomena. SegFlow [9] is one of the
most recent neural network based video segmentation methods. It provides us a very recent
comparator. Noted that, since there is currently no natural phenomena dataset which can pro-
vide ground-truth motion flow and video segmentation, we cannot re-train SegFlow. Hence,
we use the pre-trained model to evaluate its performance.
We compare the proposed method with these two methods on both public datasets [17, 18] and
videos obtained from the Internet. Noted that, all the testing results are obtained from a normal
consumable computer with 3.30 GHz, i5-2500 CPU, 20GB RAM, NVIDIA GeForce GT 610
graphic card.
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Ours Teney [14] FS [15] SegFlow [9]
Car smoke 77.78 76.76 68.10 69.11
Fire smoke 89.75 85.46 59.91 51.27
Train 94.21 86.41 50.01 56.06
Avalanche02 79.49 68.10 57.76 50.20
Waterfall03 89.10 86.35 80.72 68.73
Forest fire 82.44 67.10 66.27 57.39
Fireman 92.35 89.98 56.64 87.01
Match cube 95.40 81.90 87.89 58.38
Table 4.1: Average Rand Index (%) evaluation on segmentations for our method and three
other state-of-the-art unsupervised algorithms.
4.3.1 Quantitative Evaluation
In this section, to obtain a quantitative measure, we applied a standard quantitative evaluation
metrics, i.e., Rand Index [133] to evaluate the proposed method with two state-of-the-art video
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are labels of pixels in ground-truth segments. The RI results are shown in Table 4.1. Looking
at the results, we notice that our method outperforms the others.
4.3.2 Qualitative Evaluation
In this section, we compare the proposed method with Teney et al. [14] and Papazoglou et
al. [15] in qualitative way. The qualitative results are shown in Figure 4-10 and Figure 4-
11. Noted that Figure 4-10 contains sequences with static background which means only the
natural phenomenon areas move. Figure 4-11 are sequence with dynamic background, i.e., we
do not hold the limitation as sequences in Figure 4-10. As mentioned in Section 4.2.4, this is
benefited by the skeleton feature descriptor for smoke.
As shown in Figure 4-10 and Figure 4-11, the first column is the ground-truth segmentation
defining by hand draw areas(green lines). The second column are the results from the proposed
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Waterfall, GT
Forest Fire Smoke, GT
Cube Fire, GT
Acalanche, GT
Ours Teney et al. FS, Papazoglou et al.
Figure 4-10: Segmentation visualization: comparing our method to two other state-of-the-
art unsupervised approaches, i.e. Teney et al. [14] and Papazoglou et al. (FS) [15]. Our
segmentation yields better representation.
method and the third and the forth columns are results from Teney et al. [14] and Papazoglou
et al. [15]. With static background, as shown in Figure 4-10, all three methods provide reason-
able results. Papazoglou et al. [15] turns to provide more conservative results which are always
smaller than the desired segmentation results. Teney et al. [14] seems to favour the motion fea-
tures as they provide more aggressive clustering in the sequences which have bigger motion
such as the Cube fire(second row in Figure 4-10) and Waterfall(forth row in Figure 4-10).
With dynamic background, as shown in Figure 4-11, Papazoglou et al. [15] can not provide
a proper segmentation results and segments out some arbitrary areas(Forth column). While,
Teney et al. [14] provides similar segmentation results(Third column) comparing to the pro-
posed method(second column) which are both close to the ground-truth segmentation(First col-
umn). The proposed method, however, requires only two consecutive frames as input, whereas






Ours Teney et al. FS, Papazoglou et al.
Figure 4-11: Segmentation visualization: comparing our method to two other state-of-the-art
unsupervised approaches, i.e. Teney et al. [14] and Papazoglou et al. (FS) [15]. Our segmen-
tation yields better representation for the smoke given either clean or complex background.
4.4 Conclusion and Future Work
In this Chapter, we propose a novel solution for segmentation problem in sequences with natu-
ral phenomena. We first initialize the input sequences with superpixels and introduce multiple
features for clustering step by step. We further prove the motivation of motion estimation for
natural phenomena and make use of the skeleton not only in motion estimation but also in
segmentation problem. With the help of high quality motion field, under static background, we
outperform over other state-of-the-art segmentation methods including the one which is spe-
cially designed for natural phenomena. Furthermore, the skeleton sparsity feature for smoke
helped us to get state-of-the-art segmentation results with dynamic background.
We believe that the skeleton is a valid way to represent natural phenomena which has been
proved that can benefit motion estimation and smoke area identification. Hence, it would be
really interesting to learn the skeleton features for other natural phenomena such as water,
fire, etc. which could benefit video semantic segmentation in natural phenomena sequences.
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Chapter 5
Dataset for dynamic smoke behaviour
In this Chapter, we introduce a dataset which is a collection of smoke videos with different
dynamic motions and textures. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first dataset which
includes various of smoke behaviours in high resolution and high frame rate videos. Previous
datasets [134, 17, 18] are mostly recorded in the natural scene with other natural phenom-
ena such as fire, water, forest, etc.. These datasets are mostly for detection, segmentation or
scene understanding purposes. Hence, the appearance and motion of smoke are quite identical
in these datasets. Unlike these dataset, the proposed dataset focuses more on the movement
and textures of the smoke. We collected these sequences under a proper lab setup with least
noise. A public evaluation website is constructed to allow other researchers to download the
sequences with compressed video version or full video version. We believe that this dataset
can be applied in multiple purposes. In this Chapter, we present one of them to evaluate the
performance of motion estimation methods on highly dynamic smoke sequences with various
dynamic textures and non-rigid deformable motions. The evaluation code is also provided
in the website for other researchers to evaluate their methods. In our experiments, we eval-
uate nine motion estimation methods on our dataset. The evaluation results again show that
the motion estimation method proposed in Chapter 3 outperforms other alternatives with two
evaluation methods. The dataset and the motion estimation methods evaluation code can be
downloaded in this website: https : //vision.cs.bath.ac.uk/smoke dataset/.
5.1 Introduction
As an important field in Computer Vision and other research topics, datasets are critical to en-
sure the continued progress of their domains. In Computer Vision, datasets are released for dif-
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ferent purposes such as object recognition(ImageNet [24]), Scene Understanding(Places [135]),
face recognition(VGG Face Dataset [136]), motion estimation(Sintel [1], Middleburry [6],
KITTI [8]), etc. These datasets are applied for both training and testing for most advanced
methods and keep pushing the development of their fields.
There are also datasets for dynamic textures [112, 17, 18] which are applied widely in dy-
namic texture synthesis, recognition or detection on natural phenomena or dynamic texture
segmentation. However, these datasets are not provided with high quality sequences in terms
of resolution and frame rate. these properties may not be essential for many applications such
as detection or recognition. For other applications such as motion estimation, dynamic synthe-
sis, however, these properties are critical for both test and evaluation purposes.
In this Chapter, we propose a new dataset which performs different kind of dynamic textures
using smoke, water and fire with high resolution and high frame rate in two different lab setup.
One is with 6-sync camera to record the behaviour of smoke and fire in six different directions
simultaneously. This data can be applied on scene flow, volumetric reconstruction or 3D dy-
namic texture synthesis, etc. Providing different views can help the user to better understand
natural phenomena from different direction which may be able to extract critical information
such as semi-transparent layer, internal fluid movement, etc. The other lab set up is for various
type of dynamic textures in smoke and water. This can be applied for motion estimation, 2D
dynamic texture synthesis, etc. Beside, Computer Vision/Graphics, it can also be applied in
Human-Computer Interaction, in which the way of control the system is essential. Hence, by
using this dataset, a user study can be run by learning the behaviour of how people would like
to control the texture moving with hand gesture or any other kind of interaction methods.
In this Chapter, we focus on applying this dataset for evaluation on motion estimation methods
on complex natural phenomena. As discussed in Chapter 2, there are datasets [1, 6, 8, 137]
published for evaluating motion estimation methods in different scenes such as non-rigid mo-
tion, occlusion, etc. However, as indicated in Section 2.5, it is hard to get ground-truth flow
field for natural phenomena. As suggested in [6], it is possible to evaluate the flow results based
on the Image interpolation error(IIE) by using high frame rate videos as input data. Previously
proposed datasets for dynamic texture/natural phenomena do not fit this requirement. Hence,
with our dataset, it is now possible to evaluate the motion estimation method not only using
Image error in low frame rate(LRD) as we did in Chapter 3, but also using an adapted IIE, i.e.
High rate distance(HRD) for evaluation. We first introduce our lab setup, and different type of
data we get in Section 5.2. Evaluation methods and results will be included in Section 5.3 and
Section 5.4. Conclusion and potential extension are discussed in Section 5.5.
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Figure 5-1: Fire examples from 6-sync cameras(Camera 1)
5.2 Lab Setup and Data Acquisition
As mentioned in Section 5.1, we include two type of data with two different lab set-up. In this
section, we introduce these two lab set-up including the hardware we used and some details
on how we record them. The types of data which are included in this dataset will also be
introduced briefly.
For the 6-sync cameras based data acquisition, we make use of 6 extreme compact industrial
cameras(mvBlueCOUGAR-XD) to record the phenomena in 6 directions. Figure 5-3 shows
the lab set-up for 6-sync cameras system in an ’open’ condition. The black surrounding screen
provide a better black background to reflect the dynamic behaviours of fire under low light
condition. With this set-up we record different fire behaviours including single fire, two single
fire interaction, paper fire etc. Example images are shown in Figure 5-1.
Figure 5-4 shows the lab set-up for 6-sync cameras system in bright condition. Unlike fire
which does not need extra light sources, many phenomena such as smoke need more light to
acquire the dynamic texture. With the light source open, the background will be included as
’noise’ in the acquired data. To reduce the ’noise’ from the background, we set up another
bigger surrounding screen outside the original ones. The light is provided by line bulbs along
the edges of the smaller surrounding screen box. In this case, all six cameras are under the
same light conditions comparing to the set up without the line bulbs which the light will only
from one or two directions. With this set-up, we record the smoke under high ISO, sparse
smoke, dense smoke etc.. Examples are shown in Figure 5-2.
The previous set-up provides dynamic texture for smoke and fire from 6 directions. However,
with the restriction of the space and strict conditions of the camera, it is hard to record the
phenomena with many different kinds of dynamic textures. Hence, we use another set-up
with a single camera(SONY FS7) as shown in Figure 5-6. We apply this set-up to capture
88 different kinds of dynamic textures with smoke and water. In practise, to make sure the
phenomena is the one we would like to record, we first used a consumer level camera(Canon
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Figure 5-2: Smoke examples from 6-syn cameras(Camera 1)
Figure 5-3: 6-sync cameras system set-up ’simple’ version
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Figure 5-4: The whole lab set-up for 6-sync cameras system
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Figure 5-5: Smoke examples from single view set-up.
EOS 60D Digital SLR Camera) to do the initial test as shown in Figure 5-7. To obtain the
desired dynamic texture, we apply other equipments such as vacuum cleaner, hair drier etc..
Examples of the sequences in this dataset are shown in Figure 5-5 and Figure 5-8.
5.3 Evaluation method
As mentioned in 5.1, this dataset can be applied on different applications on different purposes.
In this section, we apply it on evaluating motion estimation for sequences with dynamic tex-
tures, smoke in this case. As suggested in [6], there are many ways to evaluate the motion
estimation methods by comparing the result flow field with the ground-truth flow field.
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Figure 5-6: Lab set-up with SNOY FS7 Camera
(a) Lab set-up 1 (b) Lab set-up 2
Figure 5-7: Lab sep-up example for dynamic texture smoke
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Given the result flow field (u, v) and ground-truth flow field (uGT , vGT ), the motion estimation
method can be evaluated by Angular Error(AE) [43] and End point Error(EE) [138] which are
calculated as followed:
AE = cos−1
 1 + u× uGT + v × vGT√
1 + u2 + v2
√






(u− uGT )2 + (v − vGT )2 (5.2)
However, ground-truth flow is very hard to obtain, especially for complex motions such as
non-rigid motion, large displacement motion, etc.. Datasets [1, 137, 6] have been published
to partly solve these problem as mentioned in Section 5.1. However, these datasets are either
restricted by lab setup, generalization problems, or synthetic data based. For normal sequences
with natural phenomena, there is no ground-truth flow field that can applied Equation 5.1 or
Equation 5.2 to evaluate the motion estimation method. In Chapter 3, we follow the evaluation
method suggested in [78] which takes the first frame to estimated the second frame and com-
pares with the real second frame which is treated as gound-truth image. We called the metric








Iwarp(x, y)− IGT1 (x, y)
)2 12 (5.3)
where Iwarp(x, y) is the estimated frame warped from the first frame I0 based on the flow
field result of the motion estimation method. This metric is certainly a way to measure the
performance of the motion estimation method. However, it is easy to cheat the evaluation
result by turning up the weight of the data term in the energy function of motion estimation.
Hence, qualitative results including the flow field and the warping results need to be examined
along with the quantitative results.
Without the ground-truth flow field, Baker et al. [6] suggest another way to evaluate the ac-
curacy of the motion estimation method depending on the intermediate frame constructed by
interpolation methods based on the result motion field. Given the motion based interpolated
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intermediate frame Iinter and the ground-truth intermediate frame IGTinter, the adapted image








Iinter(x, y)− IGTinter(x, y)
)2 12 (5.4)
Where N is the number of pixels. This evaluation method, however, has strict restriction
that the motion need to be linear and has constant speed between at least three frames. This
assumption is satisfied when the video is recorded in high frame rate. Since ground-truth
velocity for smoke sequences is very hard to get, inspired by this method, we propose a new
interpolation method which is slightly different from the interpolation method propose in [6].
Unlike [6], which only used the forward velocity in t = 0, we include the backward velocity
in t = 1 to obtain the intermediate frame It, where t ∈ [0, 1]. Given two input frames I0, I1,
forward flow V0 and backward flow V1, to estimate the intermediate frame It at time t, we first
warp the first frame I0 and the second frame I1 based on V0 and V1 respectively:
Iwarpf (X) = I0(X − tV0)
Iwarpb (X) = I1(X − (1− t)V1)
(5.5)
As suggested in [6], these two warped images are then blended based on [139]:
It = (1− t)Iwarpf (X) + tIwarpb (X) (5.6)
Equation 5.6, however, only samples the non-occluded image areas. To obtain the occluded
areas, we cross-check the flow vectors by warping the flow field and comparing with the esti-
mated flow field. We take forward flow field as example. Given V0, velocity V
′
1 at time t = 1
can be estimated as:
V
′
1 (X + V0(X)) = V0(X) (5.7)
Given the backward flow field V1, the occluded areas is defined if
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|V ′1 (X + V0(X)) + V1| > δ (5.8)
Here, we set δ = 0.5 as suggested in [6]. For these ’forward’ occluded areas Ωf , we set
It(X) = I1(X) where X ∈ Ωf . Same process is applied for ’backward’ occluded areas
to get the final interpolation result. Given this estimated intermediate frame and ground-truth
intermediate frame, the image interpolation error can be calculated based on equation 5.4 which
can be applied to evaluate the motion estimation methods without ground-truth flow field.
5.4 Result
In Section 5.3, two evaluation methods are included as metrics to evaluate the motion es-
timation methods when ground truth flow is not available. In this section, we applied this
two methods to evaluate the motion estimation methods on high frame rate sequences in our
dataset. Various of types of dynamic texture have been tested. For LRD(low rate distance), we
randomly choose two consecutive frames in the sequences and run them through all motion
estimation methods including our method proposed in Chapter 3 and other alternatives. The
results are shown in Table 5.1. For high rate distance(HRD), we randomly pick five consecu-
tive frames as Frame 1− 5. HRD between Frame 1 and Frame3, Frame 2 and Frame 4, Frame
3 and Frame 5. These IEE are then sum up and shown in Table 5.2. Example of frames that
are used to obtain the HRD results are shown in Figure 5-8
5.5 Conclusion and Future work
In this Chapter, we introduce a new dataset of dynamic texture with natural phenomena. To the
best of our knowledge, there is currently no dataset of dynamic texture with natural phenomena
in high resolution, high frame rate and with lots of different texture classes. In this dataset, we
include two different lab set-ups i.e., 6-sync cameras system and single view camera system.
In the former one we provide smoke and fire dynamic textures in different directions. However,
due to the limitations of 6-sync cameras data acquisition such as space, light, etc., we apply a
single view camera set-up and acquire 88 different kind of dynamic textures with smoke and
water. We further apply this dataset for evaluation for motion estimation methods in natural
phenomena. Due to the lack of ground-truth flow data, high frame rate input sequences are
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Figure 5-8: Examples of the frames applied to obtain the HRD results. First Column: Input
Frame 0. Second Column: Input Frame 1. Third Column: Ground-truth interpolated Frame
0.5.
Ours FullFlow EpicFlow Class+NL HS BA LDOF MDP FlowNet
Votex Speedup 41.80 51.90 50.39 51.79 52.60 52.28 50.15 50.21 47.24
Eddies 57.23 68.91 74.07 64.21 65.55 64.06 71.90 68.53 103.4
Thick rise 61.60 128.12 166.78 100.03 93.48 100.15 160.14 136.48 135.9
Thin from bottom 37.89 43.39 43.37 42.44 42.91 42.98 44.08 45.43 39.59
Thick Fall Dissipate 41.31 57.67 57.24 57.11 57.78 56.17 56.58 57.39 48.34
Curved Fall 59.35 80.09 88.60 82.12 83.77 86.03 98.28 82.74 82.50
Thin drops multi 58.25 73.32 68.12 65.76 67.16 68.33 64.59 68.14 67.03
Up Down Mix White 57.75 81.24 82.70 69.88 71.46 77.96 80.05 80.14 84.28
Orange white meet 37.89 46.56 41.21 42.14 44.94 43.66 41.75 42.79 42.64
Slanted surface pour 41.00 59.63 57.73 57.18 56.8 59.58 55.61 56.75 80.11
Flat surface waves 47.63 48.90 52.17 46.21 44.29 45.30 49.99 50.66 43.37
Oscillating Rising 48.72 54.00 53.69 49.80 50.17 49.04 51.41 53.57 51.95
Comparison Error 0% 34% 41% 23% 24% 26% 39% 34% 40%
Table 5.1: Low Rate Distance (Equation 5.3) designed for low frame rate video. We compare
our method to eight state-of-the-art algorithms using videos from our dataset. Bold figures
indicate the best performance in each row, we come first in most cases. Data shown ×100 for
easy reading. Note that the lower readings show higher accuracy.
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Ours FullFlow EpicFlow Class+NL HS BA LDOF MDP FlowNet
Votex Speedup 25.68 29.93 29.61 28.78 28.40 29.02 28.53 32.12 31.38
Eddies 24.30 36.78 36.31 35.1 54.91 34.28 37.13 38.35 30.41
Thick rise 26.74 69.43 72.92 58.54 64.5 53.29 69.16 65.36 61.64
Thin from bottom 28.03 40.01 41.28 41.32 38.03 40.6 38.95 38.24 30.99
Thick Fall Dissipate 24.03 40.49 42.59 40.87 37.57 38.49 40.51 42.69 29.73
Curved Fall 25.93 47.75 58.41 44.81 46.75 42.22 53.58 48.77 51.97
Thin drops multi 32.52 44.01 51.35 40.41 43.17 36.3 46.06 40.15 34.37
Up Down Mix White 27.97 50.68 52.04 46.24 44.43 43.39 51.63 60.15 42.42
Orange white meet 21.63 34 37.13 37.85 36.88 36.2 33.54 34.98 35.28
Slanted surface pour 20.26 44.19 41.94 37.41 34.65 34.75 41.92 41.57 39.81
Flat surface waves 16.87 31.55 31.14 30.2 27.96 27.33 30.74 30.88 25.49
Oscillating Rising 35.37 48.14 53.37 55.29 35.31 30.40 35.48 105.02 20.95
Comparison Error 0% 57% 67% 51% 50% 34% 54% 76% 30%
Table 5.2: High Rate Distance (Equation 5.4) designed for high frame rate video. We compare
our method to eight state-of-the-art algorithms using videos from our dataset. Bold figures
indicate the best performance in each row, we come first in most cases. Data shown ×100 for
easy reading. Note that the lower readings show higher accuracy.
critical for evaluating these methods. We again prove that the method proposed in Chapter 3
outperforms all the alternatives.
As mentioned in Section 5.1, this dataset is not limited to apply for evaluation for motion
estimation methods. It can also be used for other applications in different research areas. To
extend this work, one interesting future direction would be learning the gestures of human
when present or manipulating the dynamic texture with different kinds of textures. This would
benefit many after effect projects where simulating a desired natural phenomena is one of the
most essential and most difficult problems.
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Chapter 6
A closed form solution for Layer
Separation
6.1 Introduction
The focus of motion estimation has been risen since 1950 when the concept of optical flow
was first introduced by James J. Gibson [140]. It has been an essential component of many
applications in computer vision such as object tracking, video segmentation and video edit-
ing. Recently, methods of motion estimation targeting on different scenarios were proposed,
e.g., non-rigid object [48], fluids [75], transparent gas flows [81], etc. However, the motion
estimation problem when multiple motions are occurring in a single pixel is still remained un-
solved. By solving this issue, the dynamics of these semi-transparent phenomenons, which
are mostly smoke, fog, or water, can also be learnt. It can be used to reconstruct these natural
phenomenons as an extension.
The first target would be to find the correct layer and the motions on these layers. This chapter
lays the foundation for achieving this goal by summarising the literature on layer separation
following the discussion in Section 2.4, our efforts in solving this problem. In this Chapter, we
introduce a closed form solution for layer separation based on features of layers in both time
domain and frequency domain. In frequency domain, specially, shift theorem can be applied
as the magnitude of each layer is not changing based on motions. Some results are presented
with several unsolved difficulties discussed.
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6.2 Proposed method
To solve the semi-transparent motion estimation problem, we first need to solve the cases when
this happens in rigid object. It is easier to be solved comparing to non-rigid ones. The idea
is to separate the layers, estimate the motion and then improve the results iteratively. In this
chapter, a layer separation method is proposed. Similar to equation 2.26, here the observed ’h’
is simply defined as:
h (x, y, t|Vf , Vg) = αf (x, y, t|Vf ) + (1− α) g (x, y, t|Vg) (6.1)
where f and g are layers in the mixture, Vf and Vg are the 2D velocities of two layers re-
spectively. α ∈ [0, 1] is the mixture coefficient. Assumed that the velocities and the mixture
coefficient are known, the aim at this stage is to find a deterministic way to separate f and g
layer.











































When combining equation 6.2 and 6.3, these two equations can be written as:
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
α 0 0 (1− α) 0 0
0 α 0 0 (1− α) 0
0 0 α 0 0 (1− α)
Vfx Vfy 1 0 0 0


















For simplicity, equation 6.4 is written as:
WΦ = H (6.5)
W is rank degenerate which means if the sixth equation can be found then the problem can be
solved easily. However, only five equations are found. Since W is rank 5, there exists a vector
z ∈ R6 such that Wz = 0 and |z| 6= 0. Hence equation 6.5 can be extended to:
W (Φ + s · z) = H (6.6)
where s is the scalar to scale vector z. So Φ can be presented as:
Φ(x, y, t) = W−1H(x, y, t)− s(x, y, t)z (6.7)
where W−1 is the pseudo-inverse of W . Based on Equation 6.4, it is convenient to separate
















where [Φf0,Φg0]T = W−1H and [zf , zg]T = z. Then ’f’ and ’g’ layer part can be presented
individually:
Φf = Φf0 + szf
Φg = Φg0 + szg
(6.9)
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Since [Φf0,Φg0]T = W−1H , [Φf0,Φg0] can be solved by known conditions. Hence to get the
partial derivates surface [Φf ,Φg], scalar s is the only unknown that need to be estimated. Then
























Given [I[Φf ], I[Φg]], f layer and g layer can be reconstructed as:























where f00 = f(0, 0, t) and g00 = g(0, 0, t) are the constant that cannot be calculated based on
the given information. However, the f layer and g layer are unique, so even f00 and g00 cannot
be obtained, it may not affect the final solution. Hence, the integrated surface [I[Φf ], I[Φg]]
could be the final separated result. Then the problem becomes to estimate [szf , szg].
Given Wz = 0 and known that s is a scalar, then we can get Wsz = 0. Combining this
conclusion with equation 6.4:






To simplify, [szf , szg] is set to be [sf , sg]. Based on equation 6.12, we can have:
αsf + (1− α)sg = 0
V ∗f sf = 0
V ∗g sg = 0
(6.13)
To calculate [sf , sg], Fourier transform and shift theorem are applied. The Fourier transform
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of equation 6.1 is:
F [ht] = αF [ft] + (1− α)F [gt] (6.14)
where F [ht] is the Fourier transform of ht at time t. When applied shift theorem on equation
6.14,
F [ht+dt] = αF [ft]exp(−i2piθfdt) + (1− α)F [gt]exp(−i2piθgdt) (6.15)
where θf = (wxVfx + wyVfy) and θg = (wxVgx + wyVgy)
Based on equation 6.10 and 6.11, the Fourier transform of f layer and g layer are:
F [ft] = F [f00] + F [I[Φf0]] + F [I[sf ]]
F [gt] = F [g00] + F [I[Φg0]] + F [I[sg]]
(6.16)
Similarly, at time (t+ dt), the ’f’ layer and ’g’ layer become:
F [ft+dt] = F [f00]e
−iθf + F [I[Φf0]]e−iθf + F [I[sf ]]e−iθf
F [gt+dt] = F [g00]e
−iθg + F [I[Φg0]]e−iθg + F [I[sg]]e−iθg
(6.17)
when combining equation 6.14 and 6.17, F [ht+dt] can be presented as:
F [ht+dt] =αF [ft+dt] + (1− α)F [gt+dt]
=(αF [f00]e
−iθf + (1− α)F [g00]e−iθg)
+(αF [I[Φf0]]e
−iθf + (1− α)F [I[Φg0]]e−iθg)
+(αF [I[sf ]]e
−iθf + (1− α)F [I[sg]]e−iθg)
(6.18)
where (αF [f00]e−iθf + (1 − α)F [g00]e−iθg) is the additive constant that may not affect the
final result, (αF [I[Φf0]]e−iθf +(1−α)F [I[Φg0]]e−iθg) indicates the movement of the integral
surface at s = 0. The remaining of the equation describes the effects on the result by the vector
sf and sg. So the effects can be written as:
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EF = (αF [I[sf ]]e
−iθf + (1− α)F [I[sg]]e−iθg) (6.19)
Based on equation 6.18, EF can be also presented as:
EF =F [ht+dt]− (αF [f00]e−iθf + (1− α)F [g00]e−iθg)
− (αF [I[Φf0 ]]e−iθf + (1− α)F [I[Φg0 ]]e−iθg)
(6.20)
According to equation 6.13 and 6.19, we have:
EF =(αF [I[sf ]]e




Hence the Fourier transform of I[sf ] can be written as:
Sf = F [I[sf ]] =
EF
α(e−iθf − e−iθg) (6.22)
Similarly,
Sg = F [I[sf ]] =
EF
(1− α)(e−iθg − e−iθf ) (6.23)
Based on equation 6.22 and 6.23, the problem is ideally solved using inverse Fourier trans-
form. However, this solution is not available when e−iθf − e−iθg = 0 since the denominator







Recalling Equation 6.15 for θf and θs, we obtain:
(wxVfx + wyVfy)− (wxVgx + wyVgy) = 2kpi (6.25)
which can be re-written as:
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wx(Vfx − Vgx) + wy(Vfy − Vgy) = 2kpi (6.26)
Equation 6.26 means the zeros in the denominator which forms a family of lines in the Fourier
plane. The direction of the lines has the difference in velocity as their normal, and their spacing
is proportional to the strength of the difference. If the two velocities are equal then the zeros
extend over the whole plane, meaning the signals cannot be separated because the foregrounds
and background motions are identical.
Based on equation 6.24, 6.26, when θf −θg = 2kpi(k = 0,±1,±2, ..), Sf and Sg will impulse
to infinity that fails the reconstruction of f layer and g layer.
When applying the algorithm above on the synthetic data, the absolute value of Sf is shown in
Figure 6-1. As expected, there are lots of periodic impulses in Sf which fail the reconstruction
when doing inverse Fourier transform. The logarithmic result is also plotted in Figure 6-2
which clearly shows that there are lots of non-reasonable spikes in Sf .
Figure 6-1: Absolute value of Sf
Figure 6-2: Logarithmic result of absolute Sf
In 1987, GJ.Burton and I.R.Moorhead [141] and D.Field [142] found that statistics of natural
images follow particular regularities. Similarly, [143, 144] observe that the average power
spectrum of natural images tend to follow a form of 1/fα where α ∈ [1, 2] as shown in Figure
6-3. Compared to Figure 6-2 [145], they share similar shape. In fact, if the input mixtures and
its component layers are natural image, they should all tend to follow this regularity. Making
use of this theory, the estimated Sf is possible to be edited.
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Figure 6-3: Mean power spectrum averaged from PASCAL VOC images(vertical axis is in
logarithmic units) [16]
Figure 6-4: Fitted ′ 1fα
′ surface based on natural image properties
The reconstruction results of f and g layer are shown in Figure 6-6. Compared to the ground
truth layers shown in Figure 6-5, the texture is fairly close. However it is clear that there are
many parallel patterns on the reconstructed layers. This problem requires further improvement.
The state-of-the-art method SPBSM still has better results compare to ours. Comparing to their
results as shown in Figure 6-7, our results contain more artefacts, however, the textures of our
results are more closed to the ground-truth textures.
6.3 Conclusions
This chapter briefly introduced a semi-transparent layer problem. A novel layer separation
method is proposed. Compared to state-of-the-art method, this method, however, still remains
many potential to improve in terms of the layer separation results. There are some potential
directions to improve this proposed method. One is to involve more frames to gather more
information. The other one is to apply motion estimation on obtained layers and then use the
motion fields of both layers to improve the layer separation results which can also be used to
improve motion estimation method in the previous step. This iterative process could potentially
be a solution for motion estimation in semi-transparent cases.
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Figure 6-5: Two pairs of Ground Truth Layers: f layers(left), g layers(right)
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Figure 6-6: Reconstruction results using prosed method
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Dense motion estimation for natural phenomena is a challenging research topic due to its vi-
olation to basic assumptions of classical dense motion estimation methods. We believe that
a ’skeleton’ feature can guide motion estimation method to obtain better motion results, and
also benefit other applications as shown in Chapter 3(motion estimation) and Chapter 4(video
segmentation). In this thesis, we have reviewed the related work in different research topics
and proposed a non-feature based dense motion estimation method for natural phenomena. By
making use of this motion result, we also apply it to computer vision application(Segmentation)
and computer graphic applications(Slow Motion). We also introduced our dataset which con-
tains various dynamic textures with smoke, fire and water which can potentially be used in
research fields such as Computer Vision, Computer Graphic, HCI, etc. The layer separation
problem is also studied due to the transparency property of many natural phenomena. In this
chapter, we first conclude the main contributions in this thesis, which is followed by discussion
about limitations and potential directions of future research.
7.1 Main Contributions
Dense motion estimation between input frames is an ill-posed problem. To solve it, as many
low-level computer vision problems, proper prior model needs to be applied to regularize the
motion flow field. However, these prior assumptions are often along with some constraints
which become the challenges of this research area.
The main difficulty of dense motion estimation for natural phenomena is the violation to basic
assumptions of optical flow such as brightness constancy constraint, local smoothness con-
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straint, etc. In Chapter 3, we proposed a ’skeleton’ based dense motion estimation method that
is robust to a wide range of diverse natural phenomena. We make use of the ’skeleton’ as a
spatial map of topographical features to capture the ’gist’ of shape. It is not dependent on the
basic assumptions of optical flow or any feature matching techniques. Based on the quantita-
tive and qualitative evaluation, the proposed method outperforms other alternatives. To further
prove the obtained motion field is accurate and valid, the graphic application, i.e. Slow Motion
is implemented and compared to the latest commercial after effect software Adobe AfterEffect
2017 showing that the implemented Slow Motion contains much fewer artefacts.
To prove the motivation of dense motion estimation on natural phenomena, in Chapter 4, we
applied the motion information on a computer vision application,i.e., Video Segmentation on
Natural Phenomena sequences. The proposed video segmentation method indicates that the
’skeleton’ information can be further applied for video segmentation along with the motion
information. The quantitative evaluation result shows the proposed video segmentation method
can also outperform some state-of-the-art video segmentation methods including the method
specially designed for natural phenomena.
To the best of our knowledge, there is currently no dynamic texture dataset with real objects
and various texture types. In Chapter 5, we introduce a dataset with various textures in two
different lab set-up. One is based on a 6-sync camera which provide views from six different
directions of the natural phenomena which can be applied for applications such as non-rid
reconstruction etc. The other one is based on a single view lab set-up with different equipments
which generate 88 types of dynamic textures using smoke and water. We believe this can
benefit researches in computer vision, computer graphic, HCI, etc.
As mentioned, transparency, which can be commonly appeared in natural phenomena, is one
of the remaining challenges in dense motion estimation. In Chapter 6, we proposed a close
form solution for layer separation which can avoid any time consuming searching step.
7.2 Limitations and Future Work
In this thesis, we have proposed natural phenomena related methods and applications in both
Computer Vision and Computer Graphic areas. In this section, we conclude some limitations
of the proposed methods and further illustrate the considerable scope for extensions for these
methods.
In Chapter 3, a strong initial input based on ’skeleton’ information is provided for energy
minimization to finalize the motion flow field. Although it provides good quantitative result,
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to improve it, other ways of sparse to dense interpolation can be considered. One potential
solution could be building a motion library which contains a correspondence between skeletons
and motion. The other potential improvement could be finding an even better initial input by
including information from more frames. Given a sequence of ’skeleton’ information from
consecutive frames, it is believed that the ’skeleton match’ can be more accurate than current
version. Also, the consecutive ’skeleton’ information may help to improve the applications in
Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.
In Chapter 4, the ’skeleton’ information and the motion field are used for video segmentation in
natural phenomena sequence. However, the method can only segment out the natural phenom-
ena areas such as smoke, fire, etc. To further improve this method, one potential extension is
to consider a semantic segmentation application which can identify different natural phenom-
ena areas along with other objects in the sequence. Making use of the consecutive ’skeleton’
and motion information to identify different ’skeleton’ patterns and motion changes could be a
good idea to try.
In Chapter 5, we believe that the dataset can be applied on different applications, for example,
in HCI, it can be applied to learn how one can use hand gesture to represent the dynamic
texture. In Computer Vision, it can be used for 3D reconstruction, scene flow etc.. In Computer
Graphics, it could be a reference for dynamic texture synthesis.
In Chapter 6, a close form solution for layer separation was proposed. However, the results still
contain some strips which clearly affect the performance of the method, it would be interesting
to find a solution to removing such artefacts.
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In the main paper, we introduce a typical energy function from [49] for optical flow estimation.
The main energy function is given as follows:




φ(‖f2(x + v)− f1(x)‖2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Brightness Constancy






φ(‖∇u‖2 + ‖∇v‖2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Smoothness Constraint
dx (A.1)
whereED(v) represents the data term consisting the Brightness and Gradient Constancy in the
image space while ES(v) denotes a smoothness constraint. In the following subsection, we
give the full details of energy minimization given the input images f1 and f2, as well as the
dense initial motion v(x) (Sec. 3.2 in the main paper).
A.1 Numerical Scheme for Energy Minimization
As mentioned in our main paper, a one-level nested fixed point iterations are applied to min-
imize our proposed energy. This numerical strategy is used in the recent state-of-the-art
work [49, 146]. Here, the similar abbreviations are referred from the original paper:
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fx = ∂xf2(x + v) fyy = ∂yyf2(x + v)
fy = ∂yf2(x + v) fz = f2(x + v)− f1(x)
fxx = ∂xxf2(x + v) fxz = ∂xf2(x + v)− ∂xf1(x)
fxy = ∂xyf2(x + v) fyz = ∂yf2(x + v)− ∂yf1(x)
At the first phase of energy minimization, a system is built based on Eq. A.1 where Euler-
Lagrange is employed as follows:
φ′{f2z + α(f2xz + f2yz)} · {fxfz + α(fxxfxz + fxyfyz)} − γφ′(‖∇v1‖2 + ‖∇v2‖2) · ∇u = 0
(A.2)
φ′{f2z + α(f2xz + f2yz)} · {fyfz + α(fyyfyz + fxyfxz)} − γφ′(‖∇v1‖2 + ‖∇v2‖2) · ∇v = 0
(A.3)
In current system, given the flow field vi = (vi1, vi2)T from our dense flow interpolation
(Sec.3.4), we assume that the solution vi+1 converges on the next level (i + 1). Different
from the original scheme from [49], our flow field is initialized as vi(x) which is the full size
dense motion field. In this case, the full size images are used for each iteration of the energy
minimization. We have:
φ′{(f i+1z )2 + α(f i+1xz )2 + α(f i+1yz )2} · {f ixf i+1z + α(f ixxf i+1xz + f ixyf i+1yz )}
−γφ′(∥∥∇vi+11 ∥∥2 + ∥∥∇vi+12 ∥∥2) · ∇vi+11 = 0 (A.4)
φ′{(f i+1z )2 + α(f i+1xz )2 + α(f i+1yz )2} · {f iyf i+1z + α(f iyyf i+1yz + f ixyf i+1xz )}
−γφ′(∥∥∇vi+11 ∥∥2 + ∥∥∇vi+12 ∥∥2) · ∇vi+12 = 0 (A.5)
Because of the nonlinearity in terms of φ′, f i+1∗ , the system (Eqs. A.4, A.5) is difficult to
solve by linear numerical methods. We apply the first order Taylor expansions to remove these
nonlinearity in f∗, which results in:
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f i+1z ≈ f iz + f ixdvi1 + f iydvi2
f i+1xz ≈ f ixz + f ixxdvi1 + f ixydvi2
f i+1yz ≈ f iyz + f ixydvi1 + f iyydvi2
Based on the flow assumption of Brox et al. [49] w.r.t. ui+1 ≈ ui + dui and vi+1 ≈ vi + dvi
where the unknown flow field on the next level i + 1 can be obtained using the flow field and
its incremental from the current level i. The new system can be presented as follows:
























−γ(φ′)iS · ∇(vi1 + dvi1) = 0 (A.6)
























−γ(φ′)iS · ∇(vi2 + dvi2) = 0 (A.7)
where the terms (φ′)iD and (φ
′)iS contained φ provide robustness to flow discontinuity on the
object boundary. In addition, (φ′)iS is also regularizer for a gradient constraint in motion space.
All of those terms can be detailed as follows:
(φ′)iD = φ
′{(f iz + f ixdvi1 + f iydvi2)2 + α(f ixz + f ixxdvi1 + f ixydvi2)2 + α(f iyz + f ixydvi1 + f iyydvi2)2}
(A.8)
(φ′)iS = φ
′{∥∥∇(vi1 + dvi1)∥∥2 + ∥∥∇(vi2 + dvi2)∥∥2} (A.9)
Although we fixed vi in Eqs. A.6 A.7, the nonlinearity in φ′ leads to the difficulty of solving the
system. The inner fixed point iterations are applied to remove this nonlinearity: dvi,j1 and dv
i,j
2
are assumed to converge within j iterations by initializing dvi,01 = 0 and dv
i,0
2 = 0. Finally, we




























−γ(φ′)i,jS · ∇(vi1 + dvi,j+11 ) = 0
(A.10)
























−γ(φ′)i,jS · ∇(vi2 + dvi,j+12 ) = 0
(A.11)
This resulting linear system in Eq (A.10,A.11) can be solved by common numerical optimiza-
tion methods such as Gauss-Seidel and Successive Over Relaxation (SOR). The latter is em-
ployed in our implementations. Details for the computation of spatial gradient ∇ and ‖∇‖can
be found in Faisal and Barron’s work.
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Appendix B












































Figure B-1: Black background sequences from Internet. Top Row: Input frames. Others:











































Figure B-2: Black background sequences from Internet. Top Row: Input frames. Others:












































Figure B-3: Natural phenomenon sequences from public datasets [17, 18]. Top Row: Input













































Figure B-4: Natural phenomenon sequences from public datasets [17, 18]. Top Row: Input











































Figure B-5: Natural phenomenon sequences from Internet. Top Row: Input frames. Others:











































Figure B-6: Natural phenomenon sequences from Internet. Top Row: Input frames. Others:
motion field and warping results for proposed method and other baselines.
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